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Canada (MFDA) is recognized as a self-regulatory organization
(SRO) for mutual fund dealers in Canada. We regulate MFDA
Members and their 82,000 advisors operating in over 20,000
locations across Canada.
Our Mandate: We regulate the operations, standards of
practice and business conduct of our MFDA Members and their
advisors to protect investors and maintain public confidence in
the Canadian mutual fund industry.
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Executive summary
The Ontario Securities Commission (OSC), Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (IIROC) and the Mutual
Fund Dealers Association of Canada (MFDA) are committed to advancing regulatory reforms that put the interests of investors
first. The OSC has undertaken a number of research projects to collect and analyze data to determine whether any specific
regulatory measures are needed to improve the quality of investment advice and the client experience in their interactions with
advisors in the securities sector. Mystery shopping is one of the forms of research we chose to conduct to inform our decisions
on these crucial investor protection policies.
Mystery shopping financial advisors in Ontario across four platforms was a form of market research that came with certain
challenges. The financial advice market is complex – there are multiple types of advisors, platforms, business models and
products. Nevertheless, we wanted to try a new research technique to examine how our current rules around advice – “Know –
Your-Client” (KYC), ”Know-Your-Product” (KYP) and suitability – work in practice, from the vantage point of a retail investor,
across all platforms where retail investors may seek advice.
This mystery shop research offered a line of sight into the advice process through the eyes of potential investors. By taking this
perspective, we could see how investors participate in the advice process, how they understand it, and what their expectations
are when they get advice. We were also able to reflect on how those experiences and their understanding and impressions
correspond with our regulatory expectations. Set out below are the key findings, conclusions and next steps from this research.

Key findings and conclusions






Shoppers were less likely to receive a product or specific recommendation in an initial meeting:



In 24 of 88 shops (27%) the shopper received a product or specific recommendation



In 32 shops (36%) the shopper received general advice and in the remaining 32 shops (36%) no advice was given

Shoppers were more likely in an initial meeting to receive information from advisors about products and services offered
and to discuss investment objectives and goals:



Advisors disclosed the products they sell and services they offer in 78% of shops



Advisors asked about the shoppers’ account-specific investment objectives in 89% of shops

Shoppers were less likely in an initial meeting to be asked about core KYC information or to hear about the risk-return
relationship, product fees and advisor compensation:



In 32% of shops, advisors gathered thorough KYC information from shoppers



Advisors and shoppers discussed the risk-return relationship in 52% of shops



Product fees were discussed in 56% of all shops



Advisor compensation was discussed in 25% of all shops
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Conclusio
ons
1.

It is difficcult for investo
ors to comparison shop for fin
nancial advice, eespecially on im
mportant aspeccts such as fee
es and
costs.

2.

When they first meet with
w an advisor,, investors will more likely heaar about produ
ucts and service
es offered and discuss
their inve
estment goals and
a objectives. It is less likely
y they will hearr about fees an
nd costs, adviso
or compensatio
on or the
relationship between rissk and return.



Shoppers’ impressions off their experiences were by an
nd large positivve. Sixteen perr cent (16%) off shoppers indicated a
negative experience



Advisors ussually commun
nicated well witth shoppers. In
n 68% of shopss, shoppers ind
dicated that advvisors’ commun
nications
were in pla
ain language, balanced
b
and re
esponsive



An extensiv
ve variety of business titles was
w observed across all platfo
orms. In all, 48 different titless were used by advisors on
the four platforms shopped

Conclusio
on
3.

From the
e perspective of an investor, the
t number and variety of bu
usiness titles en
ncountered whe
en shopping fo
or advice
can make
e the process of
o choosing an advisor a complex one.



From a com
mpliance stand
dpoint, the resu
ults show a range of practicess in use – best practices, com
mpliant practices and noncompliant practices were all found



We saw va
ariations in pracctices within th
he same platforrms and acrosss shops that pro
ogressed to diffferent stages



In the 24 shops
s
where a product or spe
ecific recommen
ndation was m
made, we found
d:



In 21
2 of the 24 shops a product was recommen
nded. In the reemaining three shops, the sho
oppers received
d a specific
reco
ommendation to
t seek advice elsewhere, or were
w
advised o
on how to alloccate their assetts in different in
nvestments
or through differen
nt accounts



In th
he 21 shops wh
here a product was recommen
nded, 86% of tthose recommeendations were
e suitable; the remaining
14%
% of recommend
dations were unsuitable
u
due to
t asset conce ntration issuess



71%
% of shops complied with KYC, KYP and suita
ability requirem
ments and 29%
% did not



63%
% of shops fulfilled all compliance expectations, including a discussion of ffees and costs



In 50
0% of shops, the
t advisors gave a verbal exp
planation of ho
ow the recomm
mendation relatted to the shop
ppers’
circu
umstances and goals



In ca
ases where adv
visors recomme
ended shopperrs purchase mu
utual funds, fun
nd of funds were recommended 59% of
the time
t
and stand-alone funds were
w
recommen
nded 41% of th
he time. On thee exempt markket dealer platfform 57%
of th
he recommenda
ations were in real estate-rela
ated products



In 79
9% of shops th
he advisors colllected thorough
h KYC informattion



In 71% of shops, product
p
fees we
ere discussed



In 33
3% of shops, advisor
a
compen
nsation was disscussed
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In 88
8% of shops, shoppers
s
indica
ated that they received
r
sufficiient information
n to make an informed decisiion.
How
wever, of those who felt sufficiently informed
d, 33% had an experience thaat did not meett our compliance
expe
ectations



In 79
9% of shops, asset
a
concentra
ation was addre
essed appropri ately by the ad
dvisor

Conclusio
ons
4.

Advisors’’ practices in th
he advice proce
ess vary and th
he elements of the process may occur in a vvariety of ways and at
different stages. This makes
m
it challen
nging for an inv
vestor to underrstand what to expect when d
dealing with an
n advisor.

5.

m
based on
n an incompletee advice processs where topicss such as risk ttolerance,
Suitable recommendations might be made
d
fees and costs are not discussed.

6.

Investorss do not alwayss know if they have experiencced a good advvice process.

7.

Greater emphasis
e
mustt be placed on improving the investor exper ience in the ad
dvice process th
hrough advisorr
practicess that make it more
m
accessible
e and understa
andable.

8.

Investorss must be given better tools and
a support to seek out and rreceive good advice.

In the 64 shops
s
where sh
hoppers did nott receive a product or specificc recommendation we found::





nd was primariily
The explanation of the risk-return
n relationship was
w assessed in
n 47% of shopss (30 of 64), an
compliant, with besst practices notted in seven sh
hops and non-ccompliant practtices found in ttwo shops



Colle
ection of core KYC
K information
n was assessed
d in 59% of sho
ops (38 of 64) and of these, we primarily sa
aw
compliant practicess, but also obse
erved best pracctices in six sho
ops and non-co
ompliant practiices in three sh
hops



Prod
duct and service
e fees were asssessed in 55% of shops and tthose discussio
ons were mainlly compliant



Elem
ments that were
e largely complliant were the discussion
d
of p
product/service offerings (83%
% of shops), investment
goalss (89% of shop
ps) and commu
unications (94%
% of shops)



Leveraging
g was not recom
mmended in an
ny of the shopss



There were
e no examples of serious misconduct that necessitated reg
gulatory action

Conclusio
on
9.

In initiall meetings, adv
visors tend to focus
f
on what they
t
can sell an
nd what investtors may be intterested in purcchasing
based on a general disscussion of their investment goals.
g
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Next steps

The OSC, IIROC and MFDA, after considering the results of the mystery shop carefully, have set out an action plan to promote
and enhance ongoing, vigilant compliance oversight of registrants; education and outreach with registrants and investors; and
the pursuit of changes to regulatory requirements that apply to registrants and how they interact with investors.
We must build on our past efforts to enhance practices in the advice process. We plan to increase our focus on KYC, KYP and
suitability in our respective compliance programs and in our guidance, outreach and education efforts.1 We are all committed to
improving the advisory process and the overall experience investors have when seeking investment advice.
We urge the investment industry to review and respond to these findings - and we hope that these findings spark a larger
discussion about the investor experience and how we can work together so that investors receive advice that leads to positive
outcomes.
The OSC will:



Continue to focus programs on the compliance and effectiveness of registrants’ KYC, KYP and suitability practices
and take the necessary action when we see practices that do not meet our expectations



Provide firms and registrants with additional guidance and education on our expectations for enhancing the advice
process and the advisor-client relationship



Work with the SROs to reinforce the best practices laid out in the evaluation benchmarks



Implement a targeted strategy so that investors have the critical tools they need to find, work with, and evaluate an
advisor and consider different investment products to make more informed investment decisions



Consider the findings from the mystery shop in our policy development on crucial investor protection initiatives,
including developing and evaluating proposals for a best interest requirement and addressing embedded fees and
commissions



Evaluate potential targeted regulatory reforms and guidance under securities regulation to improve the advisorclient relationship, addressing areas such as KYC, KYP, suitability and business titles



Examine opportunities for applying insights from the mystery shop research and the field of behavioural science to
investor-focused policy development and programs

IIROC will:

1
2



Increase the content and breadth of distribution of educational materials designed to help retail investors
understand the KYC process and its importance to the advisor-client relationship



Continue to ensure our compliance examinations and enforcement priorities promote compliance by IIROC dealers
with IIROC’s current requirements and guidance regarding:


the relationship disclosure information that is required to be provided to clients to help them understand why
the KYC information collected by the IIROC dealer is important



the use of misleading business titles and designations2

See Appendix F for details on selected guidance provided on KYC and suitability.
See Appendix F for a list of relevant IIROC guidance.
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Assess the impact on the KYC process of the evolution of business models used by IIROC dealers – including the use
of new on-line tools and model portfolios – and consider potential regulatory reforms and/or guidance to ensure that
IIROC’s KYC requirements appropriately align the types and depth of KYC information collected with the business
models used



Develop guidance designed to assist IIROC dealers in training their advisors to better explain, and identify the level
of client understanding of, important KYC concepts that are relevant to the service being provided, taking into
account the results of the qualitative research IIROC conducted on the KYC process through investor consultations

MFDA will:



Continue to develop guidance to improve the quality of advice and the overall client experience. This will include the
development of best practice guidance on the advisory process and involve input from advisors on common
problems they face and practical solutions to address them. We will also develop guidance on specific topics such as
KYC practices and the transparency and suitability of fees and charges



Develop plain language communication to educate investors on the advisory process including what to expect when
meeting with an advisor, the KYC collection process, advisor licensing and qualifications, the nature of the services
to be provided, and key regulatory requirements



Continue to protect seniors by focusing compliance and enforcement efforts on senior investors and by providing
Member education and guidance on key issues applicable to seniors



Provide further guidance on the use of titles. Specifically, initiatives will be focused on the use of titles targeting
senior investors and the use of the “financial planner” title



Institute a continuing education requirement for advisors in order to keep their industry knowledge current and
maintain a high standard of professionalism



Continue to develop clear and objective regulatory standards and practical guidance to promote compliance by
Members and advisors
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B
Backgrround – Why
y we did
d the
e mysttery sh
hop
In Canada, morre investors aree turning to proofessionals for advice than evver before. Acccording to the CCanadian Securrities

Ad
dministrators (C
CSA)3 Investor Index, 49%4 of
o Canadians ha
ad a financial aadvisor in 2012
2, up from 42%
%5 in 2006. The
e quality
an
nd value of adv
vice are key considerations in achieving positive investor o
outcomes. Inveestors need to b
be confident th
hat the
ad
dvice they rece
eive before purcchasing financiial products and services is off high quality aand appropriate
e for their circu
umstances.
Se
ecurities laws and
a the rules of IIROC and th
he MFDA requirre registrants to
o deal fairly, ho
onestly and in good faith with
h clients.
Co
ollectively, they
y set out the prrinciples of KYC
C, KYP and suittability obligatio
ons for registraants. These ob
bligations are th
he core
investor protection controls tha
at work togethe
er to require ad
dvisors to know
w the client, kn
now the producct and then to m
make
ecommendation
ns that are suittable to the clie
ent’s specific cirrcumstances.
re
Th
he OSC, IIROC
C and MFDA are
e committed to advancing reg
gulatory reform
ms that put
th
he interests of investors
i
first. The OSC has undertaken
u
a number of reseaarch
prrojects to collecct and analyze data to determ
mine whether any
a specific reg
gulatory
m
measures are ne
eeded to impro
ove the quality of investment advice and thee client
exxperience in their interactionss with advisors in the securitie
es sector.6 Mysstery
sh
hopping is one of the forms of
o research we chose
c
to condu
uct to inform o ur
de
ecisions on these crucial invesstor protection policies.
Mystery shoppin
ng is a form of consumer
c
mark
ket research where
w
individualls, acting
ass potential custtomers, are trained to objectiv
vely record the
eir observationss and
interactions with
h service provid
ders. A numberr of securities regulators
r
arou
und the
d mystery shopping exercises to collect inforrmation on retaail
world have used
nces to supporrt future policy development and
a inform reg ulatory
investor experien
ompliance prog
grams.7 This forrm of research has allowed us to observe firrst-hand a
co
re
etail investor’s experiences
e
wh
hen interacting with an adviso
or and to assesss the
bu
usiness and salles practices off the advisor th
hrough that lens.

The finddings from
the mysttery shop arre
one inpu
ut that will b
be
considerred in our
policy de
evelopment
on crucia
al investor
protectio
on policies.

Th
his report describes the resultts of a mystery
y shop of adviso
ors across Ontaario conducted
d as a joint initiiative by the OSC, IIROC
an
nd MFDA.
W
We encourage advisors
a
and the
eir firms to use
e the findings and
a associated commentary tto enhance their relationshipss with their
clients and stren
ngthen their compliance with regulatory requ
uirements. We also encourag
ge investors to use this reportt to
nhance their un
nderstanding of
o what they can expect when
n seeking investtment advice aand working with an advisor in the
en
prreliminary stage of the processs.

3

T
The Canadian Se
ecurities Adminisstrators (CSA) is an
a umbrella orga
anization of Canaada’s provincial aand territorial seccurities regulatorrs whose
ob
bjective is to imp
prove, coordinate
e and harmonize regulation of the
e Canadian capitaal markets.
4
2012 CSA Investtor Index.
52
2006 CSA Investor Index.
6R
References to “ad
dvisor” in this report mean, unlesss otherwise spe
ecified, dealers an
nd/or advisers (aand their represe
entatives) that arre registered
to
o sell securities an
nd/or provide securities advice to
o retail investors..
7R
Regulators that have
h
used mystery shopping inclu
ude the Financial Conduct Authorrity in the United
d Kingdom, the H
Hong Kong Mone
etary
Au
uthority in Hong Kong, and the Monetary
M
Authoritty of Singapore.
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Purpose and design – How we did the mystery
shop
The purpose of the mystery shop research was to assess shoppers’ experiences and evaluate the quality of the investment
advice process. Four investment platforms were shopped:



Exempt market dealer (EMD) - OSC registrants that offer exempt products including limited partnerships, hedge
funds, flow-through shares, real estate trusts and private shares to qualified individuals and institutional clients.



Investment dealer - IIROC registrants that offer all types of securities including stocks, bonds, derivatives, and
managed investment products to retail and institutional investors.



Mutual fund dealer – MFDA registrants that offer primarily mutual funds to retail clients, and may also offer other
products and services including exchange-traded funds, exempt market securities, insurance products, GICs and
financial planning.



Portfolio manager (PM) - OSC registrants that provide discretionary management services to high net worth
individuals and institutional clients, either through segregated accounts or pooled funds.

Each of these platforms offers different products and services to investors. Please see Appendix A for descriptions of each
platform’s registration category, proficiency requirements, business model, products/investments offered and the clients they
serve.
This was our initial foray into mystery shopping as a form of research to support our regulatory initiatives. We took the time
necessary to plan, prepare and then execute the shops to achieve the best chance of success. In the first year we focused on
carefully designing the shop scenarios for each platform, developing the questionnaires, creating the evaluation benchmarks,
engaging the market research firm and working with them to develop the sampling methodology to select the advisors to be
shopped. Lastly, we worked with the research firm to train the shoppers. In the second year we turned to the actual execution
of the shops, which we did in three stages starting in July 2014.
The market research firm conducted the mystery shops throughout Ontario from July to November 2014. Our goal initially was
to target a random sample of 150 advisors across the four platforms. One hundred and five shops (105) were completed and of
these 88 shops had sufficient data that would allow us to assess the shop responses against the evaluation benchmarks. These
were comprised of 11 EMDs (out of a target of 37), 30 investment dealers (out of a target of 38), 34 mutual fund dealers (out
of a target of 38) and 13 PMs (out of a target of 37).
While we nearly achieved the target number of shops for investment dealers and mutual fund dealers, the task was more
difficult for EMDs and PMs. We encountered difficulties accessing these platforms which are typically more selective in accepting
new clients and often rely on referral networks to obtain new clients. Mystery shoppers were not given actual money to use and
were not expected to open an account, buy an investment product or commit to any investment strategy. The mystery shops
were not audiotaped or videotaped. All of these factors were additional constraints that affected the results of the mystery
shops.
Given these limitations, we expected that the majority of mystery shops would not proceed beyond one meeting. All but one of
the shops involved only a single meeting, and for the majority, the interaction between advisor and shopper was preliminary in
nature. In the end, 24 of the 88 shops resulted in product or specific recommendations.8 In the remaining 64 shops general
advice or no advice was given. Nevertheless, shoppers were able to record sufficient information about their experiences that
the results could be evaluated for the purposes of research and compliance.

8

In shops with product recommendations, a specific product recommendation was given to the shopper. In shops with specific
recommendations, general advice was given to the shopper, such as a general investment strategy (e.g., pay off debt, invest in RRSPs, etc.) or
to seek alternative advice (e.g., directed to another firm).
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our external ad
dvisory panels, one for each platform
p
covere
ed in
Fo
th
he mystery shop, provided inp
put at various junctures of the
e
prroject, including
g the developm
ment of the sho
op scenarios,
evvaluation bench
hmarks, and po
ost-shop questionnaire, and the
t
asssessment of a sample of sho
op results.9
ur research was a set of evalu
uation benchmarks
A core part of ou
gainst which th
he experiences of the mystery
y shoppers werre
ag
asssessed. Develo
oped to reflect current regula
atory requireme
ents
an
nd expectationss for advisors in the four platfforms assessed
d, the
evvaluation bench
hmarks set outt specific criteria for best pracctices,
co
ompliant practicces, and non-ccompliant practtices of advisors
th
hrough the advice process.
ach shopper wa
as instructed to
o approach a re
egistered advissor or
Ea
firrm for advice on
o how to invesst a lump sum of money. Eigh
ht
va
ariations of thiss scenario were
e developed to reflect typical
investor situation
ns for the diffe
erent registrantt categories: three
d
for investment dea
alers, two for mutual
m
sccenarios were developed
fu
und dealers, tw
wo for exempt market
m
dealers and one for
po
ortfolio manage
ers. The scenarios varied by size
s
of investab
ble
asssets, financial circumstances, risk appetite, investment tim
me
ho
orizon, and investment objecttive. Appendix B provides dettails of
th
he shop scenariios and selecte
ed characteristiccs of the myste
ery
sh
hoppers.
Th
he shoppers we
ere instructed to
t continue the
eir role-playing
sccenarios as far as possible in the
t advice proccess. Within tw
welve
ho
ours of meeting
g with an advissor, shoppers completed
c
a de
etailed
po
ost-shop questionnaire, which
h covered theirr experience in four
crritical areas:
1.

Collection of personal information/circumstances

2.

Recomm
mendation

3.

Commu
unication with shopper
s

4.

Disclosu
ure of fees, cha
arges and com
mpensation

INTERPRETATIO
ON OF
RESEAR
RCH AND
COMPLIIANCE RE
ESULTS
The researcch results provvide us with
important infformation abo
out what
occurred durring initial me
eetings
between sho
oppers (posing
g as
potential invvestors) and a
advisors
ent platformss. They are
across differe
not an evaluation of comp
pliance.
The complian
nce results evvaluate the
shoppers’ exxperiences to determine
how well advvisors took sh
hoppers
through the advice processs. The fact
did not progre
ess to a
that a shop d
recommenda
ation should n
not be seen
as a compliance failure.
The results ffor the 24 sho
ops with a
product or sp
pecific recommendation
offer valuablle insights butt are not
e of the
necessarily rrepresentative
larger adviso
or population..

An
n in-depth disccussion of the mystery
m
shop re
esearch design
n and
prroject roll-out can
c be found in
n Appendix B. The
T pre-shop questionnaire
q
ccan be found in
n Appendix C an
nd the post-sho
op
qu
uestionnaire ca
an be found in Appendix
A
D. Th
he evaluation benchmarks
b
ap
pplied to assesss the shops can
n be found in A
Appendix E.
Se
elected guidancce for registran
nts in their dealings with clien
nts, from the O
OSC, IIROC and
d MFDA, can be
e located in App
pendix F.
g
a betteer understandin
ng of the investtment advice p
process from
Att the core, this was a research project. Our focus was on gaining
th
he perspective of
o the investor, specifically in the areas of disclosure
d
of prroduct/service o
offerings, collection of KYC in
nformation,
ad
dvisor commun
nication and disscussion of feess and compenssation. The sho
oppers’ responsses in the 88 post-shop questtionnaires
prrovide us with important inforrmation about the retail invesstor experiencee across the fou
ur platforms, and specifically on what
to
opics were and were not addrressed during in
nitial meetings between the sshoppers (posin
ng as potential investors) and
d advisors.10
Pa
art I of the report presents th
hese objective results,
r
includin
ng the relevantt questions from
op questionnairre that
m the post-sho
prrovided the datta we analyzed
d for each topicc.
It was also impo
ortant for us to consider how the results of the
t shops met our expectatio
ons for complian
nce, so we asssessed the
qu
uality of the shoppers’ experie
ences against the
t evaluation benchmarks. T
Taking into account the platfo
orms shopped, the shop

9

T
The members off the advisory panels were subjecct to confidentiality agreements.

10
0

We looked at all relevant data in
n the post-shop questionnaire in evaluating the sshop results. No o
other factors we
ere considered su
uch as the
sh
hop scenario, the
e type of dealer, the progression of the shop, or whether
w
a recom mendation was m
made.
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scenarios and how far the shops progressed toward a product or specific recommendation, we could identify specific instances
of best practices, compliant practices and non-compliant practices across the 88 shops. The further a shop progressed, the
more we could evaluate from a compliance standpoint. We should note that the results for the 24 shops offer valuable insights,
but are not necessarily representative of practices of the larger advisor population. The 64 shops that did not progress to a
recommendation were also assessed, but our expectations were different in those cases because advice was not given. This is
important, because the fact that a shop did not progress to a recommendation should not be seen as a compliance failure. Part
II of the report includes our compliance assessments of the shops.
The findings described in Parts I and II of the report reflect a different focus on the results of the shops. This means that if a
certain activity or part of the advice process did not occur, there was not necessarily a compliance failure.
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P
Part I
R
Researrch res
sults
O
Overview

What follows iss a description from a researcch perspective of what was obbserved in the 88 mystery shhops across all four
platforms for eacch assessment criterion conta
ained in the eva
aluation bench
hmarks. The ressearch evaluation excluded th
he criteria
elated to any re
ecommendation
ns made in the
e shops, i.e. if the
t recommend
dation was suittable, if leverag
ge was recomm
mended, or
re
if asset concentrration was conssidered as partt of a recomme
endation (criterria 2A, 2B and 2C respectivelyy in the evaluattion
enchmark). The
ese elements were
w
considered only from a compliance
c
sta ndpoint for thee 24 shops in the EMD, IIROC
C and MFDA
be
platforms that proceeded to a product or spe
ecific recommen
ndation. In thee presentation o
of the research
h results below,, the
ection numberss correspond to
o the criteria fro
om the evaluattion benchmarkk.
se
It is important to
o reiterate thatt all but one of the shops invo
olved only a sin
ngle meeting, aand for the majjority, the interraction
be
etween the adv
visor and the shopper was pre
eliminary in nature. Mystery sshoppers were not given actu
ual money to use and
were not expectted to open an account, buy an
a investment product
p
or com
mmit to any invvestment strate
egy. The myste
ery shops
aped or videota
aped.
were not audiota
ch results forr all shops
Fiigure 1: Aggrregate researc
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Figu
ure 2: Researrch results fo
or shops with exempt mark
ket dealers (E
EMD platform
m)
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F
Figure 3: Research results
s for shops wiith investmen
nt dealers (IIIROC platform
m)
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m)
F
Figure 4: Research results
s for shops wiith mutual fund dealers (M
MFDA platform
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F
Figure 5: Research results
s for shops wiith portfolio managers
m
(PM
M platform)
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S
Section 1: Collection
n of person
nal inform
mation/circcumstance
es
Co
ollecting inform
mation about individuals and their
t
personal circumstances
c
is central to an
n advisor’s abiliity to make suitable
re
ecommendation
ns. This should involve a discu
ussion of risk to
olerance, invesstment goals an
nd a thorough KYC process to
o collect
crritical information.

1.1 Discussio
on of produc
ct/service offferings
Ass part of the re
esearch, shoppe
ers were asked
d to indicate wh
hether the adv isor discussed the products o
or services thatt he or she
is licensed to selll. Clients should have an und
derstanding of the
t products a nd services offfered by the ad
dvisor in order tto
etermine if the advisor can meet their needss.
de
W
What we asked


ducts and/or se
ervices that he/
e/she is licensed
d to sell?
Did the advisor discuss witth you the prod



ducts and/or se
ervices he/she is not licensed
d to sell?
Did the advisor discuss witth you the prod

W
What we found
Ad
dvisors in 78% of shops (69 of
o 88 shops) discussed products and servicees as part of th
he initial converrsation with sho
oppers
(F
Figure 6). Of th
hose who did disclose their offferings, 91% (6
63) provided a general overvview of productts and services and 9%
(ssix) provided a detailed explan
nation, includin
ng any limitatio
ons on what co uld be provided
d (e.g., produccts the advisor is not
re
egistered to sell). In 23% (16) of the shops in which produ
uct/service offeerings were discclosed, verbal discussions we
ere
su
upplemented by
y written broch
hures provided to the shopper.
F
Figure 6: Disc
cussion of pro
oduct/service
e offerings
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1.2 Discussio
on of risk-return relationship

Mystery shopperrs were asked whether
w
adviso
ors
nvestment
exxplained to them the relationsship between in
rissk and investm
ment return and
d if so, to descrribe the
co
onversation. Ma
anaging client return expectations can
be
e a challenging
g aspect of the advisory proce
ess.
In
nvestors need to
t understand the
t fundamenttal
re
elationship betw
ween risk and return
r
and have
re
easonable expe
ectations regard
ding potential returns
r
for
a given amount of risk.
W
What we asked


r
Did the advisor explain to you the term risk
appetite or risk tolerance?



Did the advisor explain to you the relatio
onship
between inv
vestment risk and
a investmentt return?

W
What we found
A discussion of the
t risk-return relationship occcurred in
2% (46) of sho
ops assessed (F
Figure 7). In 67
7% of
52
th
hese cases (31 of 46 shops), shoppers
s
were provided
with a general and balanced ex
xplanation of th
he riskre
eturn relationsh
hip and in 33%
% (15) of these shops,
sh
hoppers receive
ed a more deta
ailed explanatio
on of the
rissk-return relationship, typically supported by
y graphs,
which shoppers indicated were
e helpful.
ow did advisors explain the re
elationship betw
ween risk
Ho
an
nd return? All shops
s
used the same approacch, which
was a verbal exp
planation of a widely
w
used definition of
he concept: the
e level of investtment risk corre
esponds
th
with the level off potential returrn.

DUAL
LLY LICE
ENSED AD
DVISORS
S
It is com
mmon that ad
dvisors are liccensed to sell a
variety o
of financial prroducts other than
securitiees, such as insurance or GIICs. Mystery
shopperrs were asked
d to seek adviice about
investmeents in securiities, not othe
er financial
productss.

hops, advisorss who were dually licensed
d
In 11 sh
to sell seecurities and insurance disscussed
insurancce products w
with the shopp
pers. Of those
e,
seven ad
dvisors mentiioned to the sshoppers thatt
they weere licensed to
o sell insurancce. In the oth
her
four, thee advisor did not provide tthat
informattion.
portant for invvestors to kno
ow when an
It is imp
advisor is dealing witth them as a representativve
entative of
of a sec urities firm orr as a represe
gh which the advisor sells
another entity throug
e. This can
other prroducts, such as insurance
impact tthe types of p
products and services the
investorr is offered ass well as who the investor
has reco
ourse to for th
he advice and
d
recomm
mendations be
eing provided to them.

Th
he explanation of the risk-retu
urn relationship
p was
so
ometimes included in a discusssion of the adv
visor’s
investment philo
osophy, or in a discussion of rates
r
of
eturn for certain
n investments. It appears tha
at some
re
sh
hoppers found it difficult to discern and understand the
differences betw
ween these topiics - we saw th
his in 8%
(sseven of 88) of shops.
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F
Figure 7: Disc
cussion of risk-return relationship

1.3 Discussio
on of person
nal circumsta
ances and in
nvestment g
goals

Sh
hoppers were asked
a
if advisorrs inquired abo
out their specifiic goals and tim
me horizon, inccluding short an
nd long-term o
objectives,
an
nd whether the
ey discussed wh
hat could reaso
onably be achie
eved from posssible investmen
nts.
W
What we asked


pfront what you
u want to do with
w your moneey?
Did the advisor ask you up



bout your invesstment objectiv
ves or life goalss for the lump ssum of money that you wantt to invest?
Did the advisor ask you ab



Did the advisor ask you ho
ow long you wa
ant to hold on to your investm
ment?

W
What we found
Th
he topic of inve
estment goals was
w the most likely topic to be
b discussed byy advisors. Advvisors addressed the shopperss’ accountsp
pecific investme
ent goals in 89% (78) of shop
ps (Figure 8). In
I the remainin
ng 11% (10) off shops, the ad
dvisors did not engage in
an
n adequate disccussion of the shoppers’ investment goals.
W
While the majority of advisors did engage in at
a least a high--level discussio
on of goals, a ssmaller subset – six shops, or 7% of all
sh
hops – took the
e process a step further. In th
hese shops the advisors asked
d detailed quesstions to gain a thorough und
derstanding
off the shoppers’’ life goals, perssonal circumsta
ances, risk tole
erance and otheer potential usees for the mon
ney to be investted.
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Figure 8: Discu
ussion of perrsonal circumstances and investment
i
g
goals

1.4 Collection
n of core KY
YC information

W
We assessed sho
oppers’ discusssions with advissors about theiir personal and
d financial circu
umstances. Spe
ecifically we loo
oked at the
co
ollection of core
e KYC informattion such as inv
vestment objecctives and goalss, income, net worth, investm
ment experiencce, time
ho
orizon, and risk
k tolerance. We
e wanted to asssess whether these
t
items we re covered in tthe discussion a
and whether th
he advisor
exxplained why th
his information is important fo
or making suita
able investmen
nt recommendaations.
W
What we asked


Did the advisor ask you fo
or information on
o your personal and financiaal circumstancees?



Did the advisor ask you qu
uestions about your assets? Liabilities?
L
Montthly expenses?? Tax situation??



Did the advisor ask you ab
bout your experience with inv
vesting? Investm
ment goals? Riisk appetite?



Did the advisor explain to you the reason
ns for asking questions aboutt your personall and financial ccircumstances??

W
What we found
In
n 32% (28) of shops,
s
the advisors collected all core KYC in
nformation from
m shoppers. In 53% (47) of sshops, advisorss explained
th
he reasons for asking
a
and/or collecting
c
perso
onal and financcial information
n from the shop
pper. The results show that K
KYC
information was not fully colleccted in the shops.
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F
Figure 9: Collection of core
e KYC inform
mation

S
Section 2: Recomme
endations
Th
he research evaluation exclud
ded the criteria related to any
y recommendattions made in tthe shops.

S
Section 3: Communication witth shopper
Go
ood communication is an esse
ential part of th
he relationship between advissors and clientss. Unless inform
mation is provided in a
cle
ear, plain langu
uage format, itt can be difficult for investors to understand
d what they aree buying and ho
ow the productt or
sttrategy contribu
utes to their inv
vestment objecctives. While sh
hoppers’ feedb ack on commu
unication by advvisors was sub
bjective,
ga
athering their impressions of the communica
ation style used
d in the shops was essential g
given how imp
portant good
co
ommunication is
i for establishiing and mainta
aining a constru
uctive advisor-iinvestor relatio
onship.

3.1 Communication with
h shopper

Sh
hoppers were asked
a
several questions
q
about their interaction with adviso
ors in order for us to ascertain
n whether the advisors’
ve
erbal and writte
en communicattions were in plain
p
language and
a presented in a balanced and understan
ndable manner,, and
whether the adv
visors were resp
ponsive to any questions the shoppers may have had. Thee specific questtions asked we
ere guided
ve assessment based on the sshoppers’ respo
onses througho
out the
byy our regulatorry expectations. As this was a comprehensiv
qu
uestionnaire, iff a shop lacked one of the com
mmunication elements covereed, it did not neecessarily indiccate a poor exp
perience
ovverall.
W
What we asked


Did the advisor encourage
e you to ask questions if you did
d not understtand what wass being discusse
ed? Did the advisor
answer your questions and
d explain to you concepts tha
at you did not u
understand?



Did the advisor outline his/her expectatio
ons of your ressponsibilities in the advisory p
process?



Did you feel you received enough inform
mation to make an informed d ecision?



Did the advisor show you any marketing material and/o
or financial perrformance mateerial for the reccommended
product(s)/iinvestment stra
ategy/model po
ortfolio? Did he
e/she explain th
he information contained in the material pre
esented?



Did the advisor provide infformation on th
he past perform
mance of the reecommended o
or discussed prroduct(s)/investment
odel portfolio? Did the advisorr make it clear that past perfo
ormance is nott a reliable indiccator of future
strategy/mo
performance
e?
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Did the advisor prrovide any projections for futu
ure
ecasts of
perfformance? Did the advisor exxplain that fore
futu
ure performancce are not a relliable indicator of actual
futu
ure performancce?



Did the advisor gu
uarantee your investment retu
urns, that
how much mon
ney you will ma
ake from the in
nvestment?
is, h

DIVERSIITY OF BUSINESS TIITLES

Although we
w did not exp
plicitly set outt to
examine the
e issue of title
es used by ad
dvisors, it
is worth notting the numb
ber and varietty of
business titlles used by th
he advisors in
n the
mystery sho
op.
erspective of an investor, the
t
From the pe
number and
d variety of tittles encounte
ered
when shopp
ping for advice can make the
process of choosing
c
an advisor
a
a complex
one. The usse of certain titles
t
does nott always
give sufficie
ent informatio
on regarding an
a
advisor’s sp
pecific qualifica
ations, experttise or
accreditations. Moreoverr, titles that differ
w
firms may
m suggest to
t a
across and within
potential inv
vestor that ad
dvisors offer different
d
types of inv
vestment prod
ducts or servicces when
they do not. The issue iss further comp
plicated
by the use of
o certain qua
alifying adjecttives in
business titlles, such as “senior” or “vice
president” that
t
may or may
m not denotte rank
within an orrganization. These
T
titles may lead
to an impression that an advisor has greater
g
experience, credentials or
o tenure than
n a peer
q
or th
hat the
whose title lacks such a qualifier,
advisor has a certain possition in the firm
h a specific co
orporate
hierarchy asssociated with
function.
pers encounte
ered 48 differrent
In all, shopp
business titlles in the 88 shops:
s
eight in
i the
EMD platforrm, 13 in the IIROC platforrm, 20 in
the MFDA platform,
p
and 11 in the PM
platform. Th
he sum of the
e individual pllatforms
exceeds 48 due to dupliccate titles use
ed across
e.g., “President” is used by
y
platforms (e
advisors in the
t EMD and PM platformss). The
EMD and PM
M platforms showed greate
er
diversity in titles than the
e IIROC and MFDA
M
platforms. The
T terms “Prresident” and “Vice
President” appeared
a
ofte
en in the EMD
D and PM
platforms, among
a
other titles.
t
The mo
ost
common titlles among the
e IIROC shop
ps were
“Investment Advisor”, “F
Financial Advissor” and
“Financial Planner”.
P
Amo
ong the MFDA
A shops,
“Financial Advisor”
A
and “Financial Serv
vices
Representattive” were commonly used
d.

What we found
In 68% o
of shops (60 off 88), the advissors communica
ated in
plain lang
guage and answ
wered the shop
ppers’ follow-up questions
in a clearr and understan
ndable mannerr (Figure 10). In cases
where paast performancee was presente
ed, these advissors
explained
d that past perfformance is no
ot a reliable indicator of
future peerformance. Witthin this group
p, a subset of n
nine
advisors ((10% of total sshops) were more thorough in their
communiications, using tools, question
nnaires or visua
al aids to
oncepts, or outtlining their expectations of the
explain co
shopperss’ engagement in the advisoryy process (e.g.,, frequency
ngs to review p
portfolio, shopp
pers’ responsibiility to
of meetin
review acccount statemeents).
e found of delib
berately
It should be noted that no cases were
ng communicattions (e.g., prom
mise of guaran
nteed future
misleadin
returns). In 31% (27) o
of shops, however, the shopp
pers’
op questionnairre indicated tha
at the
answers iin the post-sho
advisors’ communications were not alttogether in plain
d responsive. In
n some cases a
advisors did
languagee, balanced and
not encou
urage the shop
ppers to ask qu
uestions or did not answer
shopperss’ questions cleaarly. We also fo
ound instancess where the
hopper about potential investm
ment
advisor taalked to the sh
returns in
n a manner thaat was unbalanced, either by focusing on
upside reeturns with littlee mention of downside poten
ntial, or by
failing to explain verbally that past performance is not
ormance. This positive
necessariily an indicatorr of future perfo
framing o
of potential retu
urns was often
n anchored in a similarly
positive p
perspective on risk, such as e
emphasizing a ““high
risk/high return” scenarrio regardless o
of the shopper’’s risk
This may have ccontributed to shoppers’ posittive
profile. T
impressio
ons of commun
nication they re
eceived.
mple, in 67% off the cases (18 of 27) where
For exam
communiications were n
not in plain lang
guage, balance
ed and
responsivve, the shopperr nonetheless indicated a possitive
impressio
on of the adviso
or and/or the a
advisory experiience. While
shopperss had positive p
perceptions of ccommunication
ns that were
en lacked a balanced
in plain laanguage and clear, shops ofte
discussion
mance, or projecctions of
n of limitationss, past perform
future peerformance. Shoppers appeared to be unaware of this
key comm
munication gap
p.
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mmunication with shopperr
Fiigure 10: Com

S
Section 4: Disclosure
e of fees, charges
c
and compe
ensation
In
nvestors should
d have an unde
erstanding of alll applicable fee
es and chargess, including when they apply a
are
and how they a
ca
alculated, in ord
der for them to
o make informe
ed investment decisions. We looked at whetther and how p
product and service fees
were disclosed and
a whether sh
hoppers were given
g
a clear ex
xplanation of ho
ow advisors arre compensated
d.

4.1 Discussio
on of fees

Ad
dvisors were ev
valuated on wh
hether or not th
hey discussed commissions,
c
re
elated charges, and fees related to investme
ent products an
nd services.
W
What we asked


c
associa
ated with the
Did the advisor discuss any fees and/or charges
ded or discussed product(s)/in
nvestment strattegy? Did the
recommend
advisor explain to you the purpose of the
e fees or charg
ges?



Did the advisor disclose to
o you any conflicts of interest,, either verballyy
or by drawin
ng your attention to written documents?
d

W
What we found
Fe
ees were discusssed in 56% (4
49) of shops (F
Figure 11). Of those,
t
63% (31
1)
included a detailled overview off the types of fees.
f
dvisors did not discuss fees in
n 34% (30) of shops,
s
while th
he remaining
Ad
10
0% (nine) of sh
hops could not be evaluated on
o this factor due
d to lack of
information prov
vided by shoppers.
Th
he discussion varied
v
widely frrom shop to shop, with some advisors
prroviding ample information an
nd others much
h less information. For
exxample, one sh
hopper received
d a thorough ex
xplanation of mutual
m
fund feee
sttructures and how
h
they work as well as the management expense
e
ratio
(M
MER) for mutua
al funds and otther administrative fees. Howe
ever, other
sh
hoppers receive
ed less informa
ation about fees, such as the ongoing
m
management cost of a productt or service. Still others receiv
ved this
information as well
w as informattion on the fees associated with
w the purchasse
et classes (e.g.,, stocks, bondss, mutual fundss) and a
off different asse
brreakdown of th
hese fees by assset class. Therre were a few shops
s
where th
he

Feees, charges and compensaation
are key elementss of any
estment decission and invesstors
inve
nee
ed to understa
and them and
d
how
w they may im
mpact their
inve
estment decission. We were
e
inte
erested to see
e how shoppe
ers
view
wed the impo
ortance of fees.
Mysstery shopperrs had the
opp
portunity to provide their vviews
on a
any aspect off their shopping
exp
perience, inclu
uding fees, bu
ut
onlyy two shoppe
ers provided
com
mments to us on this topic.. One
sho
opper did not recall whethe
er
therre was any m
mention of fee
es in
his shop, but if ssuch a discusssion
d taken place,, the shopper said
had
the discussion “m
made no impa
act”
him. In the se
econd shop, tthe
on h
sho
opper thoughtt an MER fee of
2%
% was “pretty low.”
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verbal
v
discussion was accomp
panied by writtten materials ccontaining fee information,
such as a fee schedule
s
or a p
product informaation sheet.

Of the shopps in which feees
were discusssed, the mostt
common fee
es mentioned
were fees to
o buy a produ
uct discussed in
n 16% (8) of
shops - and ongoing feess to
manage an investment n 59% (29) off
discussed in
shops.

The
T most comm
mon fees menttioned were feees to buy a pro
oduct (discusse
ed in 16%
or eight shops)) and ongoing fees to manag
ge an investmen
nt (discussed in
n 59% or
29 shops).
In 63% (31 of 49) of cases w
where fees werre discussed, th
he shopper rece
eived
information on
n the exact amo
ount of fees asssociated with tthe products/se
ervices that
were discussed
d. Two advisorss presented th is information tto the shopperr as a dollar
amount, with the
t remainder presenting it as a percentage
e. There were 1
11 shops
where the shop
pper received aan explanation of the purpose
e of the fee disscussed.

cussion of fee
es
Fiigure 11: Disc

4.2 Discussio
on of advisorr compensation

W
We evaluated ho
ow each adviso
or discussed ho
ow he/she is pa
aid. Specificallyy, we wanted to
o determine wh
hat discussionss of advisor
co
ompensation were
w
taking placce.
W
What we asked


Did the advisor explain how he/she woulld be compensa
ated, that is, h
how he or she is paid to mana
age your investtment?



Did the advisor disclose to
o you any conflicts of interest,, either verballyy or by drawing
g your attentio
on to written do
ocuments?
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CONFLIICTS OF IN
NTEREST

Conflicts of interest weere not necesssarily a
factor in all
a 88 shops but we asked shoppers
s
to tell us whether
w
advissors disclosed
d any
conflicts of
o interest verrbally or in wrritten
documentts. Shoppers indicated thatt verbal
disclosure about confliccts of interestt was
provided in connection with the disccussion of
c
in 4%
% of cases (2 of 49
fees and charges
shops), an
nd in connection with the
discussion
n of advisor co
ompensation in 9% of
cases (2 of
o 22 shops). One advisor discussed
d
how differrent purchase
e options for a mutual
fund affeccted the comm
mission he wo
ould
receive. In
n another casse, the shoppe
er was
told that the
t advisor wo
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Part II
Compliance results
The research results presented above indicate what shoppers were told and what they experienced. The mystery shop results
were also assessed against the evaluation benchmarks developed by the OSC, IIROC and MFDA, with input from the external
advisory panels. We wanted to identify whether the advisory practices were best practices, compliant practices or non-compliant
practices. These assessments were made by compliance experts from the OSC, IIROC and MFDA who were responsible for
reviewing the shops for each platform of registrants under their respective oversight.
The evaluation benchmarks were applied to the shop results and were defined as:



Best practices – practices that represent an ideal way to meet the regulatory expectations at a particular stage in
the advisory process. There may be a number of ways to achieve a best practices rating.



Compliant practices – practices that meet regulatory expectations at a particular stage in the advisory process.
There may be a number of ways to achieve a compliant practices rating.



Non-compliant practices – practices that do not meet regulatory expectations at a particular stage in the
advisory process. A non-compliant rating could occur where no action was taken or the actions taken were
insufficient, or if serious misconduct was identified.

In some cases we could not assess an element of a shop because either we did not have sufficient data, or the element was not
applicable in the particular circumstance.
When we made these compliance assessments we took into account additional factors, such as:



All but one were single meetings and the advice process can often take more than one meeting to be completed



No accounts were opened



No funds were invested



In 73% (64 of 88) of shops, the shopper and advisor did not reach the stage of a product or specific
recommendation being made

These factors are the reasons why the research results and the results of our compliance assessments differ.
We assessed the compliance results in two groups. The first group includes the 24 shops that progressed to the stage where a
product or specific recommendation was made. Here we were able to do a full compliance assessment on all elements of those
shops. We should note that the results for the 24 shops offer valuable insights but are not necessarily representative of the
larger advisor population. The second group includes the 64 shops that did not proceed to a recommendation and where only
general advice or no advice was given.
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Highlights

Most advisors explained to shoppers the products or services they could offer relatively consistently, and largely in a manner
that met our expectations for compliance. Most shops also included a discussion of the risk-return relationship, and in eight
cases (33%) our expectations were exceeded with advisors using visual aids and graphs to explain the relationship to the
shopper. The discussion of risk-return was not disclosed or discussed in five shops (21%). This discussion should have occurred
in shops where a recommendation was made.
All but one of the 24 shops (96%) demonstrated compliant or best practices in their discussions of shoppers’ personal
circumstances and investment goals.
In seven shops (29%) the KYC collection process exceeded our expectations and in 12 cases (50%) the KYC collection process
met our expectations. However, in five cases (21%) where a recommendation was given it was premised on an incomplete or
inadequate KYC collection process.
In 21 of the 24 shops a product was recommended. In the remaining three shops, the shoppers received a specific
recommendation to seek advice elsewhere, or were advised on how to allocate their assets in different investments or through
different accounts. In the 21 shops where a product was recommended, 86% (18 of 21) of those recommendations were
suitable. The remaining 14% (3 of 21) of recommendations were unsuitable due to asset concentration issues.
In 17 of the 24 shops (71%) advisors complied with KYC, KYP and suitability requirements. In the remaining shops (29% or 7 of
24 shops) the recommendations were premised on an incomplete or inadequate KYC collection process – typically because the
advisor failed to adequately assess the shopper’s risk tolerance or because the advisor did not discuss the risks associated with
the recommended product or with asset concentration before making their recommendation.
In cases where advisors recommended that shoppers purchase mutual funds, stand-alone funds were recommended in 15
instances (41%) and fund of funds were recommended in 22 instances (59%). Some shops included multiple mutual fund
recommendations. On the exempt market dealer platform, four of the recommendations (57%) were in real estate-related
products.
Communication with the shopper was assessed as compliant in the majority of shops (23 of 24 shops, or 96%). Shoppers
largely reported that they were satisfied with the communication received. No misrepresentations or erroneous statements were
identified in the shoppers’ responses.
In most shops (17 of 24 or 71%), the advisor discussed product fees in a compliant manner, with one advisor that employed
best practices by providing a thorough and detailed explanation of product fees.
In the cases where a specific product was recommended, eight shoppers (33%) received a compliant description of advisor
compensation. In another eight shops (33%), the description of advisor compensation was non-compliant. The remaining eight
shops (33%) could not be assessed because there was no expectation for such a discussion to occur, as the advisors were
salaried employees of financial institutions.

Overall rating
In the 24 shops that reached the stage of a product or specific recommendation, we derived an overall rating based on whether
or not the shop met all of the following critical criteria as we would expect from a proper assessment of suitability:



The advisor asks about the shopper’s circumstances and investment goals



The advisor obtains sufficient and accurate information about the shopper’s personal and financial circumstances
(i.e. core KYC information)



The advisor makes a suitable recommendation that meets the shopper’s relevant personal circumstances



If a leveraging strategy is recommended, the advisor ensures the strategy is suitable for the shopper
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The advisor has a discussion about commissions, related charges and fee structures that may apply



If a significant amount of shopper assets are to be invested in a non-diversified product, exempt product or a
particular industry/sector, the advisor has a discussion about asset concentration and the potential risk of having too
much money concentrated in these investments

If a shop met expectations on all of these critical criteria, it was rated compliant. If it did not meet expectations for any single
element, it was rated non-compliant, even in cases where a product or specific recommendation was suitable.
In total, 15 of the 24 shops (63%) where a recommendation was made met all of our expectations relating to the critical criteria
set out above – in 3 shops (13%), the advisor exceeded our expectations on many of the criteria and in twelve shops (50%)
they met our expectations and received a compliant rating (Figure 13).
The remaining nine shops (38%) were non-compliant. This was the case even though the recommendations made may have
been suitable. This result reflects that the process leading to the recommendation was deficient in at least one critical criteria,
such as disclosure of fees and charges or discussion of risk tolerance.
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Overall rating
Three shops (43%) received an overall compliant rating and the remaining four shops (57%) were rated non-compliant due to
unsuitable recommendations or failure to collect sufficient core KYC information.

Section 1: Collection of personal information/circumstances
1.1 Discussion of product/service offerings

In one shop (14%), the advisor demonstrated best practices by engaging in a thorough explanation of what they could and
could not sell. In three shops (43%), the advisors discussed more generally their product/service offerings. Two shops (29%)
were rated non-compliant. The remaining shop (14%) could not be rated because shortly into the meeting, the advisor
suggested the shopper seek advice elsewhere.

1.2 Discussion of risk-return relationship

Four shops (57%) included a compliant discussion of the risk-return relationship. Two shops (29%) were non-compliant
because there was either no discussion of risk or only a very high level mention of it. The remaining shop (14%) was not
assessed on this factor because the advisor directed the shopper to another firm.

1.3 Discussion of personal circumstances and investment goals
In discussions of shopper circumstances and goals, one shop (14%) employed best practices by undertaking a comprehensive
collection of KYC information. Another five shops (71%) displayed compliant practices. One shop (14%) was rated noncompliant.

1.4 Collection of core KYC information
On the collection of core KYC information, best practices were demonstrated in two shops (29%), including one instance where
following a thorough KYC assessment the advisor recommended that the shopper seek the services of another firm. We found
compliant practices in four cases (57%). The remaining shop (14%) was rated non-compliant due to the minimal collection of
KYC information.

Section 2: Recommendations
2.1 Suitability of recommendation

Suitable recommendations were found in four shops (57%), including the two shops where the shoppers were counselled to
seek advice elsewhere. Non-compliance was observed in the remaining three cases (43%) where the recommendations were
not suitable. Instances of non-compliance included a lack of discussion of product and asset concentration risks, potential
conflicts of interest and a failure to explain how the recommendation met the shopper’s goals.

2.2 Recommendation of leveraging strategy

None of the recommendations involved leveraging strategies.

2.3 Discussion of asset concentration
Of the seven EMD shops which progressed to a product or specific recommendation, two shops (29%) received a compliant
rating because given the shoppers’ profiles, the recommendations did not pose a risk of asset concentration. Non-compliance
was found in two shops (29%) where the recommendations would have resulted in a high concentration of the shoppers’ assets
and the advisors failed to discuss the associated risks. The remaining three shops (73%) could not be assessed. In one case we
did not have the data to complete the assessment, and in the other two shops the specific advice given was to employ the
services of another firm.

Section 3: Communication with shopper
3.1 Communication with shopper

The majority of shops (six, or 86%) were compliant with respect to clarity of communication. The advisors encouraged the
shoppers to ask questions and they explained information in a way that shoppers indicated was adequate. This element could
not be assessed in one of the shops (14%) where the advisor suggested that the shopper seek advice elsewhere.
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Section 4: Disclosure of fees, charges and compensation
4.1 Discussion of product fees
The discussion of fees was compliant in three shops (43%). There was no mention of fees in two shops (29%), which were
rated non-compliant. This factor could not be assessed in the remaining two cases (29%) where the advisors recommended the
shopper seek advice elsewhere.

4.2 Discussion of advisor compensation
Discussions of compensation occurred in two shops (29%), which were considered compliant. In another three shops (43%)
there was no discussion of compensation and as such these shops were rated non-compliant. The remaining two shops (29%)
could not be assessed on this factor because the advice the shoppers received was to seek the services of another advisor/firm.
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Section 1: Collection of personal information/circumstances
1.1 Discussion of product/service offerings
Compliant practices were observed in the discussion of service/product offerings in five shops (83%). One shop (17%) was
assigned a non-compliant rating because the advisor did not discuss products and services offered.

1.2 Discussion of risk-return relationship
The risk-return relationship was presented in a compliant manner in all six shops (100%). In two of these shops (33%) we saw
best practices. The advisors went beyond a simple verbal explanation of the concept of risk-return and used visual aids, such as
charts and graphs or specific examples of the performance of various sample portfolios over time, in order to help the shopper
understand the concepts of risk and return.

1.3 Discussion of personal circumstances and investment goals
All shops were compliant in this area and one shop (17%) demonstrated best practices. In that shop, the advisor engaged in a
detailed discussion of goals, asking probing questions regarding the shopper’s investment objectives and lifestyle plans for
retirement.

1.4 Collection of core KYC information
Advisors obtained adequate information about the shoppers’ objectives, goals, financial situation, time horizon and risk appetite
in four shops (67%). In two shops (33%) this process was not done in a compliant manner as the advisors neglected to inquire
about the shoppers’ risk tolerance.

Section 2: Recommendations
2.1 Suitability of recommendation

Suitable recommendations were made in four of the six shops (67%). Three of these four shops were assessed as compliant,
meaning the recommendation was suitable and the steps taken to make the recommendation were compliant. In the fourth
case the advisor exhibited best practices over the course of two meetings with the shopper. A non-compliant rating was
assigned in the remaining two shops (33%). In one case the advisor did not adequately assess the shopper’s risk tolerance, and
in another case the shopper was advised that the advisor simply endorsed the same investment that she recommends to all of
her clients regardless of their specific circumstances.

2.2 Recommendation of leveraging strategy
There were no shops in which a leveraging strategy was discussed.

2.3 Discussion of asset concentration
Asset concentration was not deemed to be a concern in any of the six shops, given the diversified nature of the recommended
products. As such, all shops received a compliant rating on this element.

Section 3: Communication with shopper
3.1 Communication with shopper

All shops received a compliant rating on this criterion, with shoppers indicating that the advisor communicated clearly and
answered questions proficiently. No advisor exhibited best practices.

Section 4: Disclosure of fees, charges and compensation
4.1 Discussion of product fees

A general overview of fees was provided in five shops (83%), which was adequate in cases where an account had not been
opened nor a purchase made. One shop (17%) was rated non-compliant because fees and commissions were not discussed at
all.

4.2 Discussion of advisor compensation
A compliant discussion of advisor compensation took place in three shops (50%). In three shops (50%) this discussion did not
occur.
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Section 1: Collection of personal information/circumstances
1.1 Discussion of product/service offerings
Advisors discussed what products/services they were registered to provide in all MFDA shops that progressed to a product or
specific recommendation. In one shop (9%), the advisor exhibited best practices by discussing the product/service offering in
detail as well as the specific products that he/she could not offer clients. The remaining 10 shops (91%) were rated compliant.

1.2 Discussion of risk-return relationship
Best practices were found in six shops (55%). In these shops advisors defined the risk-return relationship and also used visual
tools such as graphs, diagrams and charts to explain this concept. In two shops (18%), advisors gave a verbal explanation of
the risk-return relationship. In the remaining three shops (27%) the shopper indicated that no discussion regarding the riskreturn relationship took place.

1.3 Discussion of personal circumstances and investment goals
The discussion of shopper circumstances and goals was an area where advisors were fully compliant. Best practices were
observed in two shops (18%), where advisors engaged in a detailed discussion of goals and follow-up questions about
shoppers’ circumstances and investment objectives. The advisors in the other nine shops (82%) did ask shoppers about their
personal circumstances and investment goals, but at a less detailed level.

1.4 Collection of core KYC information
In five shops (45%) advisors employed best practices, including by utilizing investor questionnaires to explain KYC concepts,
collecting information for each of the KYC components and reviewing the investor profile with shoppers. Another four shops
(36%) were rated compliant as information was collected on each of the core KYC components. The remaining two shops
(18%) were rated non-compliant as the advisors did not properly assess the shoppers’ risk tolerance, but instead appeared to
have made assumptions based on the shoppers’ other KYC information. A proper KYC process requires each core KYC
component to be assessed individually and also assessed in relation to the other KYC components. Making an assumption in the
absence of an objective assessment may lead to unsuitable advice.

Section 2: Recommendations
2.1 Suitability of recommendation
Advisors in four shops (36%) employed best practices in making a suitable investment recommendation based on the shoppers’
personal and financial circumstances and investment goals. These advisors provided details as to why the recommendation met
the shoppers’ goals and objectives. Another five shops (45%) were rated compliant because the recommendations made were
suitable, though the discussion of how the recommendations met the shoppers’ particular circumstances and goals was less
detailed. Non-compliance was found in the remaining two shops (18%) as the advisors did not properly assess the shoppers’
risk tolerance.

2.2 Recommendation of leveraging strategy
Leveraging was not recommended in any of the shops that progressed to a product or specific recommendation.

2.3 Discussion of asset concentration

Asset concentration was an area where advisors were fully compliant. Most of the recommended products/strategies involved
balanced funds or portfolios and none would have resulted in a concentrated portfolio for the shopper.

Section 3: Communication with shopper
3.1 Communication with shopper

In two shops (18%), advisors demonstrated best practices when it came to communicating with shoppers. These advisors used
tools and visual aids to communicate and engage with shoppers. The advisors also encouraged shoppers to ask questions and
explained to shoppers matters that the shoppers did not understand. The remaining nine shops (82%) were rated compliant, as
the shoppers noted no concerns regarding the advisors’ communications or explanations.
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Section 4: Disclosure of fees, charges and compensation
4.1 Discussion of product fees
Eight shops (73%) involved a compliant discussion of fees. One shop (9%) received a best practices rating because the advisor
also provided an explanation of applicable fees and how they are structured. Non-compliance was found in one shop (9%)
where no discussion of fees took place. The final shop (9%) could not be assessed on this element because the shopper did not
respond to the question regarding fees discussion in the post-shop questionnaire.

4.2 Discussion of advisor compensation
MFDA advisors are either salaried employees or earn sales commissions. In practice, advisors who are salaried employees
typically do not discuss their compensation with clients because their compensation is not directly tied to a recommendation. In
cases where the advisor was a salaried employee (six shops, or 55%), the shop could not be assessed on this element. A
compliant discussion of advisor compensation was observed in three shops (27%). Two shops (18%) were rated non-compliant
because the advisors in these shops are compensated from commissions on sales and would therefore be expected to discuss
compensation but did not do so.
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The majority of shops (58, or 91%) conducted a goals discussion with the shoppers and most did so in a compliant manner.
Only one shop (2%) was rated non-compliant. When it came to collection of core KYC information, however, we assessed this
element in 38 shops (59%). While we primarily saw compliant practices in the shops we assessed, we found best practices in
six shops (9%) and non-compliant practices in three (5%). As with the risk-return discussion, these compliance results suggest
that the collection of core KYC may be more likely to occur when an account is opened or an investment is to be made.
Since no recommendations were made we could not assess suitability for these shops. In terms of the asset concentration
element, as noted above, this was a factor assessed only in EMD and PM shops and in this group of shops where no
recommendations were made, it was a factor in only two EMD shops. In both of these cases the advisor discussed it in a
compliant manner with the shopper.
Communication with the shoppers was largely assessed as compliant. Shoppers responded positively that advisors used plain
language and explained things clearly. There were examples of best practices in this area with nine advisors (14%) taking
further steps such as using visual aids and other tools to supplement their discussions with shoppers. The four shops (6%)
assessed as non-compliant involved discussions of performance results or projections where the advisor did not explain that
past performance is not an indicator of future performance.
Product and service fees were assessed in 35 of 64 shops (55%). In 31 of those shops (49%) the discussions were compliant,
including one instance (2%) of best practices. In four shops (6%), the discussion did not meet our compliance expectations.
Advisor compensation was assessed in 17 of 64 shops (27%), and all but one shop (2%) were assessed as compliant. No best
practices were observed in this area.
Together, a large number of shops where general advice or no advice was given could not be assessed with respect to the riskreturn discussion, collection of core KYC, product/service fees and advisor compensation. These results reflect that advisors
generally view their obligation to cover these fundamental elements later in the advice process.
Encouragingly, the data also shows that some advisors do a thorough job discussing and explaining these important topics even
if an account is not opened or an investment made.
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Section 3: Communication with shoppers
In the shops that did not proceed to a recommendation, there was one instance identified by a shopper in which the advisor
discussed investment performance returns but there did not appear to be any explanation that the returns may vary from what
is projected. We would expect that a balanced discussion with respect to performance returns takes place between a registrant
and their clients. This includes having a clear and meaningful discussion regarding the assumptions used in calculating the
expected performance returns.

Section 4: Disclosure of fees, charges and compensation
We expect that a balanced discussion occurs between the advisor and the shopper when product features are discussed, even
when no product recommendation is made. This would include a discussion regarding the fees associated with a product. We
noted that in three out of the four shops in which no recommendation was made, the advisor had an appropriate discussion
with the shopper with respect to fees or compensation.
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1.3 Discussion of personal circumstances and investment goals

In all but one of the 24 shops the shopper’s circumstances and investment goals were discussed. The one non-compliant
exception involved a shop in which no advice was given and which did not progress very far. Even in a very preliminary
introductory meeting it is expected that there will at least be a high-level discussion of the shopper’s investment goals. Also, in
one case a best practice was identified, owing to the depth and variety of questions asked.

1.4 Collection of core KYC Information
For any initial meeting to be effective, a minimum amount of client information must be gathered by an advisor in order to
determine if there is sufficient basis to move forward. Generally, the more information exchanged the better, and in most of the
shops the advisor collected information regarding the shopper’s investment objectives, time horizon and investment knowledge.
There were a number of shops in which the advisors did not obtain a complete picture of the shoppers’ overall financial situation
and/or did not inquire about the shoppers’ risk tolerance. Given the fact that follow-up meetings would be required prior to
account opening, this element was rated as could not be assessed for 13 shops involving general advice and three shops
involving no advice. There were two cases that were rated as non-compliant, one involving general advice and one in which no
advice was provided. In both cases there was virtually no discussion of any KYC factor.
There were three shops in the general advice category in which best practices were observed. All core KYC information was
collected and the advisors asked the shopper a series of questions designed to gauge the shoppers’ understanding of risk and
also to address the various aspects of risk.

Section 2: Recommendations
Criteria 2A, 2B and 2C were not applicable to these shops as no product or specific recommendations were made.

Section 3: Communication with shopper
3.1 Communication with shopper

In 22 of the 24 shops the quality of advisor communication was compliant. There were two cases identified, however, in which
shoppers commented on poor advisor communication, resulting in a non-compliant rating. The shoppers reported that advisors
did not answer questions, did not give the shoppers their undivided attention, and spoke in vague generalities that provided the
shoppers with very little useful information with which to assess the potential for establishing a mutually beneficial advisory
relationship.
There were five shops in which best practices were identified. In these shops the shoppers commented on the “excellent
listening skills” of the advisors, the use of personal stories by the advisors to make certain concepts more understandable, or
the ability of the advisors to explain complex concepts in an understandable manner.

Section 4: Disclosure of fees, charges and compensation
4.1 Discussion of product fees and charges

In ten shops the subject of fees was not addressed. In these cases this element was generally rated as could not be assessed,
because there was a very limited discussion of specific products. However, there was one shop that was rated as non-compliant
owing to the fact that certain specific product alternatives were discussed, but there was no mention of any applicable fees.
Also, there was one shop in the general advice category in which a best practice was identified. In this case the advisor took the
time to explain in detail how a particular fee structure applied to the specific products that were being discussed. The remaining
13 shops demonstrated compliant practices.

4.2 Discussion of advisor compensation

In six shops, advisor compensation was discussed in a compliant manner. In the remaining 18 shops, the topic was not
addressed. These shops were all rated as could not be assessed given the high-level nature of the meeting.
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1.4 Collection of core KYC Information

Two shops (9%) where general advice was given were rated best practices because the advisors used investor questionnaires
to explain KYC concepts and collect KYC information. The remaining 21 shops (91%) were compliant even though the
discussion of the shoppers’ core KYC information had commenced but was not yet completed at the end of the introductory
meeting. The discussions that did occur were on track to meet the regulatory expectations.

Section 2: Recommendations
Criteria 2A, 2B and 2C were not applicable to these shops as no product or specific recommendations were made.

Section 3: Communication with shopper
3.1 Communication with shopper

Overall the shoppers were pleased with the level of communication with the advisor. Many shoppers commented that they were
satisfied with their experience, felt they had the opportunity to ask questions and were pleased with the level of information
received.
In the 23 MFDA shops in which general advice/no advice was provided, three shops (13%) were rated as best practices when it
came to communicating with shoppers. These advisors used tools and visual aids to communicate and engage with shoppers,
encouraged shoppers to ask questions and explained the advisory relationship and described the client’s role in the process. The
remaining twenty shops (87%) were rated compliant, as the shoppers noted no concerns regarding the advisors’
communications or explanations.
Although the shoppers felt they had a good understanding of what was discussed during the meeting, some of the responses in
the post-shop questionnaire indicate that some shoppers were confused when it came to understanding products versus
account types, the risk/return relationship, and fees and charges. This confusion may stem from the complexity of financial
terms and concepts and the financial knowledge of the shoppers.

Section 4: Disclosure of fees, charges and compensation
4.1 Discussion of product fees and charges

A discussion of applicable fees and charges should occur when products and their features are discussed. In the 23 MFDA shops
where general advice/no advice was provided, five shops (22%) were rated as compliant because the advisors discussed fees
and charges. Two shops (9%) were rated as non-compliant because the advisors discussed products and their features
generally but did not discuss applicable fees. The remaining 16 shops could not be assessed because no products were
discussed and little or no advice was provided.

4.2 Discussion of advisor compensation

In the 23 MFDA shops where general advice/no advice was given, a compliant discussion of advisor compensation was observed
in five shops (22%). The remaining 18 shops (78%) could not be assessed because the advisor was a salaried employee.
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1.2 Discussion of risk-return relationship

Six shops included a discussion of the risk-return relationship, with the advisor communicating the concept either verbally or
through the use of charts or graphs to illustrate the risk-return concept. However, in two of these shops, the advisors did not
provide a balanced discussion of the potential returns of investment portfolios. These advisors focused primarily on the upside
returns and did not discuss the risk factors that may affect the performance of the investment portfolios. It was also not clear
whether the returns provided to the shoppers were net or gross of fees. We believe that a balanced discussion is important
when communicating about performance returns to potential investors. It is also more meaningful to discuss returns net of
management fees as some investors may not be able to understand the impact of fees on their returns.

1.3 Discussion of personal circumstances and investment goals

Most advisors had discussion with the shoppers about their personal circumstances and investment goals and these were
conducted in a compliant manner.

1.4 Collection of core KYC information

Some KYC information was collected in the first meeting, such as investment objectives and liquidity needs. In most cases
(eight out of 13 shops), the advisor indicated to the shopper that a more in-depth discussion of KYC information would be
conducted in a subsequent meeting so as to determine the appropriate investment strategies for them. Some advisors also
indicated that the shopper had to complete a questionnaire to assess their risk profiles.
In one shop, we noted that the advisor introduced a financial planner (an unregistered individual) to the shopper and indicated
that the financial planner would be responsible for discussing their investment needs and assessing the risk tolerance of the
shopper at a subsequent meeting. Since a follow-up meeting was not conducted, it was unclear how involved the financial
planner would be in the portfolio management process and whether the financial planner was conducting registerable activities
without appropriate registration.

Section 2: Recommendations
Criteria 2A, 2B and 2C were not applicable to these shops as no specific recommendations were made.

Section 3: Communication with shoppers
3.1 Communication with shopper
The advisors generally communicated with the shoppers in a compliant manner and encouraged the shoppers to ask questions
during the meeting. We identified some best practices in this area where the advisor used visual aids (e.g., presentation slides,
graphs/charts) to assist the shopper in understanding the investment process. Generally, where marketing material was
presented by the advisor, it was in plain language. However, we noted one case where the marketing material did not contain
an appropriate disclaimer that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Some advisors also informed the
shoppers of the role the shopper would play in the portfolio management process (i.e. the shoppers need to review account
statements and inform their advisor of any significant changes to their personal and financial circumstances as this may affect
how the advisor manages their accounts).

Section 4: Disclosure of fees, charges and compensation
4.1 Discussion of product fees and charges
Nine of 13 shops were compliant. Generally we saw that PMs were upfront about their fees including the method of calculation.
Some PMs also indicated to the shoppers that there will be custodial and brokerage fees. In the remaining four cases, fees were
not discussed but the shops were preliminary and the reviewer concluded that fees would not be expected to be covered at that
stage of the discussion. In one of these instances, however, the shopper was provided with information about fees to take
home.

4.2 Discussion of advisor compensation

Advisors discussed their compensation in two shops in a compliant manner. The 11 remaining shops were not rated, as there
was not an expectation of a discussion of advisor compensation given the introductory nature of the meetings.
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Part III
Conclusions and next steps
To recap, the key conclusions we can draw from this mystery shop research along with the next steps we plan to take are:

Conclusions
1.

It is difficult for investors to comparison shop for financial advice, especially on important aspects such as fees and costs.

2.

When they first meet with an advisor, investors will more likely hear about products and services offered and discuss their
investment goals and objectives. It is less likely they will hear about fees and costs, advisor compensation or the
relationship between risk and return.

3.

From the perspective of an investor, the number and variety of business titles encountered when shopping for advice can
make the process of choosing an advisor a complex one.

4.

Advisors’ practices in the advice process vary and the elements of the process may occur in a variety of ways and at
different stages. This makes it challenging for an investor to understand what to expect when dealing with an advisor.

5.

Suitable recommendations might be made based on an incomplete advice process where topics such as risk tolerance, fees
and costs are not discussed.

6.

Investors do not always know if they have experienced a good advice process.

7.

Greater emphasis must be placed on improving the investor experience in the advice process through advisor practices that
make it more accessible and understandable.

8.

Investors must be given better tools and support to seek out and receive good advice.

9.

In initial meetings, advisors tend to focus on what they can sell and what investors may be interested in purchasing based
on a general discussion of their investment goals.

Next Steps
The OSC will:



Continue to focus programs on the compliance and effectiveness of registrants’ KYC, KYP and suitability practices
and take the necessary action when we see practices that do not meet our expectations



Provide firms and registrants with additional guidance and education on our expectations for enhancing the advice
process and the advisor-client relationship.



Work with the SROs to reinforce the best practices laid out in the evaluation benchmarks



Implement a targeted strategy so that investors have the critical tools they need to find, work with, and evaluate an
advisor and consider different investment products to make more informed investment decisions



Consider the findings from the mystery shop in our policy development on crucial investor protection initiatives,
including developing and evaluating proposals for a best interest requirement and addressing embedded fees and
commissions
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Evaluate potential targeted regulatory reforms and guidance under securities regulation to improve the advisorclient relationship, addressing areas such as KYC, KYP, suitability and business titles



Examine opportunities for applying insights from the mystery shop research and the field of behavioural science to
investor-focused policy development and programs

IIROC will:



Increase the content and breadth of distribution of educational materials designed to help retail investors
understand the KYC process and its importance to the advisor-client relationship



Continue to ensure our compliance examinations and enforcement priorities promote compliance by IIROC dealers
with IIROC’s current requirements and guidance regarding:


the relationship disclosure information that is required to be provided to clients to help them understand why
the KYC information collected by the IIROC dealer is important



the use of misleading business titles and designations12



Assess the impact on the KYC process of the evolution of business models used by IIROC dealers – including the
use of new on-line tools and model portfolios – and consider potential regulatory reforms and/or guidance to
ensure that IIROC’s KYC requirements appropriately align the types and depth of KYC information collected with the
business models used



Develop guidance designed to assist IIROC dealers in training their advisors to better explain, and identify the level
of client understanding of, important KYC concepts that are relevant to the service being provided, taking into
account the results of the qualitative research IIROC conducted on the KYC process through investor consultations

MFDA will:

12



Continue to develop guidance to improve the quality of advice and the overall client experience. This will include the
development of best practice guidance on the advisory process and involve input from advisors on common
problems they face and practical solutions to address them. We will also develop guidance on specific topics such as
KYC practices and the transparency and suitability of fees and charges



Develop plain language communication to educate investors on the advisory process including what to expect when
meeting with an advisor, the KYC collection process, advisor licensing and qualifications, the nature of the services
to be provided, and key regulatory requirements



Continue to protect seniors by focusing compliance and enforcement efforts on senior investors and by providing
Member education and guidance on key issues applicable to seniors



Provide further guidance on the use of titles. Specifically, initiatives will be focused on the use of titles targeting
senior investors and the use of the “financial planner” title



Institute a continuing education requirement for advisors in order to keep their industry knowledge current and
maintain a high standard of professionalism



Continue to develop clear and objective regulatory standards and practical guidance to promote compliance by
Members and advisors

See Appendix F for a list of relevant IIROC guidance.
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Appendix A – Profiles of platforms shopped
Profile of Exempt Market Dealers
Business model

Firms vary from small independent owner-operated businesses to larger
firms that may have multiple advisors and multiple branch offices.

Products/investments they
offer

Exempt products can include such investments as:
•
limited partnerships
•
hedge funds
•
flow-through shares
•
real estate investment trusts and
•
shares of private companies.
In order to invest in the exempt market in Ontario, an investor must qualify
for an exemption from the prospectus requirement. A prospectus exemption
commonly relied upon is the accredited investor exemption. An investor can
qualify for this exemption by meeting minimum asset or income thresholds.
Clients of an EMD can be both individual or institutional.
Dealing Representative
A dealing representative of an exempt market dealer must have one of the
following:

Clients they deal with

Registration category
Proficiency requirements

(a) Has passed the Canadian Securities Exam
(b) Has passed the Exempt Market Products Exam
(c) Has earned a CFA Charter and has gained 12 months of relevant securities
industry experience in the 36 month period before applying for
registration
(d) The individual satisfies the conditions of being an advising representative
of a portfolio manager
Oversight

Ontario Securities Commission
Profile of Investment Dealers and IIROC Members

Business model

Firms vary in size from the largest financial institutions to boutiques with
only a few registered employees.

Products/investments they
offer

All types of securities, including stocks, bonds, derivatives, managed
investment products.

Clients they deal with

Firms may deal with many types of clients, including retail, institutional,
discount brokerage.

Registration categories

Registered Representative – Any person who trades or advises on trades in
securities, options, futures contracts, or futures contract options with the
public in Canada other than a person who trades or advises on trades
exclusively in securities of or guaranteed by the government of Canada or any
province of Canada or any municipality in Canada, and shall include a
registered representative (mutual funds) approved pursuant to Rule 18.7 and
a registered representative (non-retail) approved pursuant to Rule 18.8.
Investment Representative – Any person who trades but does not advise on
trades in securities, options, futures contracts or futures contract options with
the public in Canada, other than a person who trades exclusively in securities
of or guaranteed by the government of Canada or any province of Canada or
any municipality in Canada, and shall include an investment representative
(mutual funds) approved pursuant to Rule 18.7.
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Profile of Investment Dealers and IIROC Members (continued)
Proficiency requirements
The minimum proficiency requirements for a Registered Representative or
Investment Representative are as follows:
(a)

Successful completion of,
A.
B.
C.

The Canadian Securities Course prior to commencing the
training program described in subsection C below;
The Conduct and Practices Handbook Course and,
Either
o For a Registered Representative dealing with retail
customers, a 90 day training program during which time
he or she has been employed with a Dealer Member on
a full-time basis.
o For an Investment Representative, a 30 day training
program during which time he or she has been
employed with a Dealer member on a full-time basis.

(b) For Registered Representatives, other than those who deal in mutual
funds only, successful completion of the Wealth Management Essentials
Course within 30 months of his or her approval as a Registered
Representative.

Oversight

Additional proficiency requirements are required for Registered
Representatives who advise on certain products and services: e.g., Options,
Futures, Managed Accounts.
Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (IIROC)
Profile of Mutual Fund Dealers and MFDA Members

Business model

Firms vary from small independent owner-operated businesses to firms
related to large financial institutions.

Products/investments they
offer

Mutual funds and, subject to appropriate qualifications and licensing, may
provide financial planning services or offer other products to clients
including GICs, insurance products and exchange traded funds.

Clients they deal with

Firms mainly deal with retail clients.

Registration category
Proficiency requirements

Dealing Representative
A Dealing Representative of a mutual fund dealer must have*:

Oversight

(a)

Passed the Canadian Investment Funds Course Exam, the Canadian
Securities Course Exam or the Investment Funds in Canada Course
Exam; or

(b)

Earned a CFA Charter and have 12 months of relevant investment
management experience in the 36-month period before applying for
registration; or

(c)

Received the Canadian Investment Manager designation and have 48
months of relevant investment management experience, 12 months of
which was in the 36-month period before applying for registration.

*Additional proficiencies required for commodity pools and exempt securities.
Mutual Fund Dealers Association of Canada (MFDA)
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Profile of Portfolio Managers
Business model

Firms vary from small independent owner-operated businesses to firms
related to large financial institutions or fund companies.

Products/investments they
offer

A portfolio manager provides discretionary management services to clients
by developing a customized investment portfolio that aligns with a client’s
investment goals, risk tolerance and investment needs. Portfolio managers
may manage the client accounts on a segregated account basis or through
pooled funds.

Clients they deal with

Firms may deal with high net worth individuals or institutional clients (e. g.
pension funds, pooled funds)
(1) Advising Representative; (2) Associate Advising Representative
An advising representative of a portfolio manager must have one of the
following:

Registration categories
Proficiency requirements

(a)

has earned a CFA Charter and has gained 12 months of relevant
investment management experience (RIME) in the 36-month period
before applying for registration

(b)

has received the Canadian Investment Manager (CIM) designation and
has gained 48 months of RIME and 12 months of which was gained in
the 36-month period before applying for registration

An associate advising representative of a portfolio manager must have one of
the following:
(a)

Oversight

has completed Level 1 of the Chartered Financial Analyst program and
has gained 24 months of RIME

(b) has received the CIM designation and has gained 24 months of RIME.
Ontario Securities Commission
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Appendix B – Research design and project
roll-out
Selection of firms to shop

We instructed our market research firm to construct a sampling plan that would randomly target 150 advisors from among a
universe of firms registered in Ontario in the investment dealer, mutual fund dealer, exempt market dealer and portfolio
manager registration categories. We conducted an initial screening of the universe of 88813 firms registered in the categories of
investment dealer, mutual fund dealer, exempt market dealer and portfolio manager in Ontario.
Firms that were not suitable candidates for the mystery shop research were excluded from the sample if they met any of the
following criteria:



The firm’s clients primarily were institutions, such as pension funds or mutual funds.



The firm did not provide advice to retail clients, for example, online brokerage firms.



The firm only sells niche products.14



The firm is not accepting new clients.



The firm only accepts new clients by referral.



The firm was recently established and not yet actively seeking clients.



The firm was in the process of resigning its registration.

In total, 580 firms qualified for the sample.
The market research firm drew a random sample of 150 advisors from the universe of 47,17215 advisors registered with the
firms in the sample. In order to develop a statistically representative sample of advisors and firms across Ontario, the sampling
also took into account the firm’s:



Registration category, i.e. firm is registered as an investment dealer, mutual fund dealer, exempt market dealer
and/or portfolio manager.



Firm size or financial institution status (this criteria only applied to firms registered as investment dealers or mutual
fund dealers).



Location – Central, Eastern, Northeastern, Northwestern, Southwestern.16

Eighty-eight mystery shops were completed out of the sample of 150 mystery shops. The table below shows the number of
targeted and actual shops in the sample by firm registration category.

13
14

National Registration Database, November 2013

Examples of firms that fell into this category included Futures Commission Merchants and firms that sold mid-cap underwritings on a bestefforts basis to a niche clientele.
15
National Registration Database, November 2013.
16

Based on regional groupings developed by the Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing. See
http://www.mah.gov.on.ca/Page747.aspx.
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Figure 24: Number of targeted shops and actual shops

Firm
registration
category

Advisor
universe

% of
advisor
universe

Target
sample

% of
target
sample

Total
actual
shops

% of
actual
shops

Exempt market
dealer

163

0.3%

37

24.7%

11

12.5%

Investment
dealer

10,811

22.9%

38

25.3%

30

34.1%

Mutual fund
dealer

34,715

73.6%

38

25.3%

34

38.6%

Portfolio
manager

1,483

3.1%

37

24.7%

13

14.8%

Total

47,172

100%

150

100%

88

100%

The gap between our target and actual samples were due to project timing considerations and to difficulties that we
encountered in accessing the exempt market dealer and portfolio manager registration categories. See “Implementing the
Mystery Shop Project” for details.
With respect to the type of firm shopped, 36 shops were with one of the 'Big 5' Canadian banks and the remaining 52 shops
were with non-bank firms. The IIROC platform had the highest proportion of shops with banks, followed by the MFDA platform
and then the PM platform. The 'Big 5' banks do not own any firms in the EMD platform, hence the absence of bank shops in this
platform.

Recruitment and selection of mystery shoppers

The market research firm recruited, selected and trained the mystery shoppers. The objective was to find “natural” or “average”
shoppers for each mystery shop. Candidates were recruited through the market research firm’s in-house database, traditional
media and word of mouth. The shoppers expressed interest in participating in the project by completing a survey.
Candidates were automatically excluded if they or anyone in their household worked for the OSC, IIROC or MFDA or were
employed as an advisor at a firm overseen by the OSC, IIROC or MFDA. The remaining candidates underwent a vigorous
screening and training process before they were accepted into the project.
Only candidates whose personal circumstances closely matched those in the scenarios (discussed below) were selected for the
project. A diverse range of shoppers was selected within these parameters.
Shoppers were matched to an advisor or firm based on the scenario and firm’s location. Shoppers were not permitted to accept
an assignment at a financial institution where they had an existing business relationship or other potential conflicts of interest.
They were permitted to participate in more than one mystery shop. They were not told who commissioned the research; they
were only told that they were participating in an “investment project”.

Firms shopped and location of shops

The mystery shop yielded 88 shops with sufficient information that could be assessed against the evaluation benchmarks. Sixtyfour of the 88 shops occurred in central Ontario while the remaining 24 occurred in eastern Ontario and southwestern Ontario.
The geographic distribution of shops is consistent with our sampling plan for the project and is reflective of the distribution of
advisors across Ontario.
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Figure 25: Number of shops by region, platform and firm type

Number of Shops by Region, Platform and Firm Type

Region

EMD

IIROC

MFDA

NonBanks

NonBanks

'Big 5'
Banks

NonBanks

Central

9

11

13

Eastern

0

1

2

Southwestern

2

0

11

12

Total

PM

Total

'Big 5'
Banks

NonBanks

'Big 5'
Banks

13

8

8

2

64

5

3

1

1

13

3

2

3

0

1

11

18

20

14

9

4

88

Profile of shoppers

The twenty-seven shoppers who conducted the mystery shops ranged in age from 24 years old to 82 years old. The majority of
shoppers, i.e. 56% of shoppers, were between 35 and 65 years old. Half of the shoppers were younger than 52 years old and
the remaining half were older than 52 years old.
Figure 26: Age of shoppers

Age of Shoppers
Shoppers' Age Range

Number of
Shoppers

Percentage of
Shoppers

Under 35

9

33%

35-65

15

56%

65+

3

11%

27

100%

Total number of shoppers

Eighteen shoppers reported their investment knowledge as moderate while another eight shoppers reported their investment
knowledge as limited. Only one shopper reported his investment knowledge as sophisticated.
Figure 27: Shoppers’ self-reported investment knowledge

Shoppers' Self-Reported Investment Knowledge
Number of
Percentage of
Investment Knowledge
Shoppers
Shoppers
Limited

8

30%

Moderate

18

67%

Sophisticated

1

4%

27

100%

Total
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With respect to investment experience, the most common type of investment that shoppers had experience investing in was
mutual funds. Shoppers had limited experience in ETFs.
Figure 28: Shoppers’ investment experience

Shoppers with investment
experience in:

Number of
Shoppers

Percentage of
Shoppers

Mutual Funds

22

81%

GICs

17

63%

Stocks

14

52%

Bonds

11

41%

Options

5

19%

ETFs

2

7%

Shopping scenarios

The shoppers were instructed to approach the advisor or firm on how to invest a lump sum of money. Eight variations of this
scenario were developed by us, in consultation with the external advisory panels. The scenarios were designed to reflect typical
investor situations for the different categories of firm registration. The scenarios varied by size of investable assets, financial
circumstances, risk appetite, investment time horizon and investment objective. Three scenarios were developed for investment
dealers, two for mutual fund dealers, two for exempt market dealers and one for portfolio managers.
The shoppers did not follow a script. The scenarios served as the guidelines to be followed by the shoppers. Within the
scenario, shoppers were encouraged to act as themselves and answer questions according to their personal financial
circumstances. In a few instances, minimal role playing was required where a shopper’s personal financial circumstances did not
match those in their assigned scenario. 17 Where variations occurred between the scenario and an actual shop, these
differences were considered as part of our final assessment of the shop.
The shoppers were trained to use the word “cautious” when describing their risk tolerance. During shopper training it was
emphasized that it related to moderate risk and we interpreted it in this way when assessing the shops. For EMD shops the risk
tolerance level was moderate to high.
The shoppers were instructed to continue with the scenario as far as they could in the advice process. Shoppers were not given
actual money to use and were not expected open an account, buy an investment product or commit to any investment strategy.
The mystery shops were not audiotaped or videotaped. Shoppers were encouraged to take notes during the shops.

17

14% of the shops involved role-playing.
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Figure 29: Exempt market dealer scenario one

Exempt Market Dealer Scenario One
Age of investor

35-70

Size of investment

At least $100,000

Source of investment

Lump sum of money from inheritance

Risk appetite

Can vary between moderate risk and high risk

Investment time horizon

Short term (i.e. five or fewer years)
Medium to Long term (i.e. 5+ years)
Half of shops will use short-term investment time horizon and half will
use medium to long-term time horizon.

Purpose of investment

Growth of capital or to earn investment income

Personal financial circumstances

Accredited Investor – The most common ways for individuals to qualify
as an accredited investor and allow them to participate in the exempt
market include:

Annual income of $200,000 for one person, or $300,000 combined
for a couple, or

Net financial assets18 totaling at least $1 million, or

Total assets of at least $5 million19

Figure 30: Exempt market dealer scenario two

Exempt Market Dealer Scenario Two
Age of investor

35-70

Size of investment

At least $100,000

Source of investment

Lump sum of money from inheritance

Risk appetite

Can vary between moderate risk and high risk

Investment time horizon

Short term (i.e. five or fewer years)
Medium to Long term (i.e. five+ years)
Half of shops will use short-term investment time horizon and half will
use medium to long-term time horizon.

Purpose of investment

Growth of capital or to earn investment income

Personal financial circumstances

Non-accredited investor – a shopper that does not qualify as an
accredited investor (see EMD scenario 1 for details)

18
19

Financial assets include cash, securities, and other financial deposits but do not include real estate or other physical property.
These were the applicable requirements when the shops were conducted.
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Figure 31: Investment dealer scenario one

Investment Dealer Scenario One
Age of investor

35-45

Size of investment

$100,000

Source of investment

Lump sum of inheritance money

Risk appetite

Cautious – the investor wishes to take some risk and fluctuation in the
value of his/her capital

Investment time horizon

Long term (i.e. 10 or more years)

Purpose of investment

Saving for retirement (looking for growth potential)

Personal financial circumstances







Family income: $100,000
Minimum household net worth: $150,000
Minimal existing debt
Has mortgage
Has investment experience

Figure 32: Investment dealer scenario two

Investment Dealer Scenario Two
Age of investor

44-54

Size of investment

$150,000

Source of investment

Lump sum of inheritance money

Risk appetite

Cautious – the investor wishes to take some risk and fluctuation in the
value of his/her capital

Investment time horizon

Long term (i.e. 10 or more years)

Purpose of investment

Estate planning or retirement planning (looking for growth potential)

Personal financial circumstances







Family income: $150,000
Minimum household net worth: $250,000
No or minimal existing debt
Mortgage free
Has investment experience
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Figure 33: Investment dealer scenario three

Investment Dealer Scenario Three
Age of investor

55-65

Size of investment

$250,000

Source of investment

Lump sum of inheritance money

Risk appetite

Cautious – the investor wishes to take some risk and fluctuation in the
value of his/her capital

Investment time horizon

Long term (i.e. 10 or more years)

Purpose of investment

Estate planning or retirement planning (looking for growth potential)

Personal financial circumstances







Family income: $175,000 - $200,000
Minimum household net worth: $1,000,000
No or minimal existing debt
Mortgage free
Has investment experience

Figure 34: Mutual fund dealer scenario one

Mutual Fund Dealer Scenario One
Age of investor

35-65

Size of investment

$50,000

Source of investment

Sum of money (investible assets)

Risk appetite

Cautious – the investor wishes to take some risk and fluctuation in the
value of his/her capital

Investment time horizon

Long term (i.e. 10 or more years)

Purpose of investment

Saving for retirement, estate planning or retirement planning (looking
for growth potential)

Personal financial circumstances

Let vary with shopper with exception that they have minimal debt
(excluding any mortgage)

20

20

Investible assets made up of existing assets and inheritance money.
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Figure 35: Mutual fund dealer scenario two

Mutual Fund Dealer Scenario Two
Age of investor

35-65

Size of investment

$100,000 - $200,000

Source of investment

Sum of money (investible assets)

Risk appetite

Cautious – the investor wishes to take some risk and fluctuation in the
value of his/her capital

Investment time horizon

Long term (i.e. 10 or more years)

Purpose of investment

Saving for retirement, estate planning or retirement planning (looking
for growth potential)

Personal financial circumstances

Let vary with shopper with exception that they have minimal debt
(excluding any mortgage)

21

Figure 36: Portfolio manager scenario

Portfolio Manager Scenario
Age of investor

35-65

Size of investment

$750,000 - $1,000,000

Source of investment

Lump sum of money from inheritance or sale of real estate/business

Risk appetite

Cautious – the investor wishes to take some risk and fluctuation in the
value of his/her capital

Investment time horizon

Medium to Long term (i.e. five + years)
Long term (i.e. 10 + years)

21

Purpose of investment

Retirement planning or set up a trust for the beneficiaries or manage
money for future estate

Personal financial circumstances







Family Income: $200,000 - $300,000
Minimum household net worth: $1,000,000
No or minimal existing debt
Mortgage free
Has investment experience

Investible assets made up of existing assets and inheritance money.
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Post-shop questionnaire

Each shopper was required to complete and submit a detailed post-questionnaire recording their experience to the market
research firm within 12 hours of completing a mystery shop. The post-shop questionnaire was designed to document factual
accounts of shoppers’ experiences and interactions with advisors. It included open- and closed-end questions to capture
information that would allow us to evaluate the quality of the investment advice process in four areas:



Collection of personal information/ circumstances.



Recommendation.



Communication with shopper.



Disclosure of fees, charges and compensation.

The post-shop questionnaire was developed by us, in consultation with the external advisory panels. You can find the post-shop
questionnaire in Appendix D

Implementing the mystery shopping project

The mystery shop research used a stage-gate method of project management. It was carried out in three stages: pre-pilot
stage, pilot stage and main stage.

Pre-pilot stage

The pre-pilot stage was conducted to test the viability of the proposed mystery shop scenarios and post-shop questionnaire.
Seven pre-pilot mystery shops were conducted in the Greater Toronto Area (one exempt market dealer, two investment dealers,
three mutual fund dealers and one portfolio manager).
The pre-pilot stage affirmed that mystery shops could be successfully completed using the proposed scenarios. Before
proceeding to the pilot stage, the post-shop questionnaire was modified to include more free-form text box responses. This was
to allow shoppers to describe their experience in more detail and provide more content for the reviewers to rely on in in their
evaluations of the shops. The pre-pilot shops were not included in the final results.

Pilot stage
The objective of the pilot stage was to assess all aspects of the mystery shop research, including recruitment, briefing and
training of the shoppers, the scenarios, execution of the mystery shops and completion of the post-shop questionnaire. Eighteen
pilot mystery shops were conducted across Ontario (one exempt market dealer, eight investment dealers, eight mutual fund
dealers and one portfolio manager). The pilot shops were included in the final results.
The pilot stage demonstrated that useful information about the investor experience and advice process could be collected
through mystery shopping. This stage of the project also confirmed the two potential limitations identified by us and the
external advisory panels at the onset of the project:



Gaining access to exempt market dealers and portfolio managers. While the mystery shoppers were able to
gain some access to these firms, it required considerable time and effort. These firms typically rely on word of
mouth referrals and are selective in accepting new clients. Many do not offer their products and services to the
general public and are therefore less receptive to cold calling from potential clients. Based on the pilot results, we
concluded that achieving the minimum target of 30 mystery shops each for exempt market dealers and portfolio
managers was unlikely within the project timeframe.
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Proceeding beyond an introductory meeting. Some mystery shoppers were uncomfortable proceeding with the
scenario beyond the introductory meeting because most advisors requested that money be exchanged on the
second visit. The process for taking on a new client generally involves at least two or more subsequent meetings: an
introductory meeting to get to know the client and determine whether the firm’s products and services would be a
good fit, and a second meeting to discuss specific product recommendations and strategies in detail. Account
opening paperwork is usually completed and money is exchanged at the second, or in some cases, third meeting.
Since mystery shoppers were not given actual money to use and were not expected open an account or buy an
investment product or commit to any investment strategy, they felt they would lack credibility if there was an
expectation of a financial commitment or a decision on specific investment advice. While the market research firm
attempted to schedule follow-up meetings, none of the pilot shops proceeded beyond one meeting. Based on these
results, we expected that the majority of mystery shops would not proceed beyond one meeting and that the
meeting would likely be introductory in nature. We also had to adjust our expectations for the shops and expect that
the majority of the mystery shops would not result in a specific product recommendation.

Despite these limitations, we were satisfied that the mystery shop research could still provide us with insights into the investor
experience and the opportunity to assess key components of the advice process. Given the challenges in gaining access to
advisors at exempt market dealers and portfolio managers, we asked the market research firm to conduct mystery shops of
these firms on a best-efforts basis.
The project proceeded to the main stage with minor modifications. In response to shopper feedback, we clarified what
constitutes a recommendation from an advisor and when a shop is considered complete. There were no other changes to the
shopping scenarios or post-shop questionnaire.

Main stage

During the main stage 70 shops were completed (10 exempt market dealers, 22 investment dealers, 26 mutual fund dealers
and 12 portfolio managers).
Profile of advisors shopped
Ninety-one advisors were shopped. The number of advisors exceeded the 88 'valid shops' since there were several shops where
more than one advisor was present. The advisors' ages ranged from 25 years old to 75 years old and 70% of advisors were
between 35 to 65 years old. Sixty-nine per cent of the advisors were male and the remaining 31% were female.
Figure 37: Profile of advisors shopped

Advisor’s Age Range
Under 35
35-65
65+
Total number of advisors
Percentage of advisors

Number of Advisors
Female
Male
6
19
3
28
31%

13
45
5
63
69%

Total

Percentage of
Advisors

19
64
8
91
100%

21%
70%
9%
100%
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Appendix C – Pre-shop questionnaire
Part 1 – Shopper’s actual profile and personal financial circumstances
Shopper Profile
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Shopper Name
Date of Birth/Age
Address
Occupation
Name of Employer
Number of years with employer
Marital Status
Spouse date of birth (if applicable)
Spouse – name of employer
Number of dependents (if applicable)
Age of dependents (if applicable)

Shopper Personal Financial Circumstances
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.

g.

Gross Annual Income (includes employment income, business income and income from other sources such
as dividends from investments)
Spouse’s Gross annual income (if applicable)
Tax situation (e. g. marginal tax rate)
Membership in a pension plan
a.
Yes
b.
No
RRSP contribution room
Value of assets ($ amount in full)
a.
House (primary residence)
b.
Investment property (such as a rental property or a cottage)
c.
Chequing/Savings Accounts
d.
GICs/term deposits
e.
Government bonds
f.
Corporate bonds
g.
Mutual funds
h.
ETFs
i.
Stocks and other securities
j.
Registered assets
i.
Registered accounts (RSPs, , Locked in retirement accounts (LIRA), life income fund (LIR), locked in
retirement account (LIRA), locked in retirement income fund (LRIF))
ii.
Tax Free Savings Account (TFSA)
Automobiles
k.
l.
Other assets (e. g. shares in a business)
Value of liabilities ($ amount in full)
a.
Mortgage balance
b.
Car loans
c.
Credit card balance
d.
Personal lines of credit
e.
Student loans
f.
Other debt/loans
g.
Other liabilities
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hopper’s Own
n Personal In
nvestment Kn
nowledge and
d Experience
Sh
3.. Have you inve
ested in any of the following types
t
of securitties or derivativves? (Please ch
heck as many tthat apply)
a.
GIICs
b.
Mutual funds
c.
ET
TFs
d.
Sttocks
e.
Bo
onds
f.
Op
ptions
g.
Liimited partnersship investments
4..

Which stattement best de
escribes your kn
nowledge of inv
vestments?
a.
Liimited. I have little knowledg
ge of investment products an d the financial markets.
b.
Moderate.
M
I hav
ve working kno
owledge of inve
estment produ cts, including sstocks and bon
nds, and I frequ
uently
fo
ollow the financcial markets.
c.
So
ophisticated. I understand how
h
different in
nvestment prod
ducts work and
d I closely follo
ow the financial markets.

hopper’s Selff-Assessmentt of Personal Risk-Toleranc
ce
Sh
Yo
our comfort lev
vel with risk is important
i
in de
etermining how
w conservativel y or aggressiveely you should invest. Genera
ally
sp
peaking, you ne
eed to considerr accepting mo
ore risk if you want
w
to pursue higher returnss. If you decide
e to seek those
e potentially
higher returns, you
y face the po
ossibility of greater losses.
5..

In makin
ng financial and
d investment de
ecisions you arre:
a.
b.
c.

6
6.

7..

Conservative, bu
ut willing to acccept a small am
mount of risk.
Willing
W
to accept a moderate le
evel of risk and
d tolerate lossees to achieve po
otentially highe
er returns.
Aggressive and typically take on
o significant riisk and are willling to tolerate
e large losses fo
or the potential of
acchieving higherr returns.

Investments with highe
er returns typiccally involve gre
eater risk. Thee charts below sshow hypothettical annual returns over
ar period. Keep
ping in mind ho
ow the returns fluctuate,
f
whicch investment w
would you be m
most comfortab
ble holding?
an 8 yea
a.
Po
ortfolio A
b.
Po
ortfolio B
c.
Po
ortfolio C

The chart below
b
shows th
he greatest one
e year loss and
d the highest on
ne year gain on
n four hypothe
etical investmen
nts of
$10,000. Given
G
the poten
ntial gain or loss in any one ye
ear, which wou
uld you likely in
nvest your mon
ney in?
a.
Lo
oss of $200, ga
ain of $500
b.
Lo
oss of $700, ga
ain of $1000
c.
Lo
oss of $2,000, gain of $2,500
0
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Potential Gains and Losses
$2,500

Gains

$1,000
$500

Losses

A
‐$200

B
‐$700

C

‐$2,000
Shopper’s Self-Assessment of Personal Investment Objective
8.

What is your primary goal for this portfolio?
a.

I want to generate a steady stream of income from my investments. (Income -Investments that will satisfy this

objective include bonds or funds that invest in bonds)
b.

c.

I want to generate some income with some opportunity for the investments to grow in value. (Balanced - A balanced
fund or a portfolio that includes at least 40% in fixed income investments and no more than 60% in equity will
satisfy this objective)
I want to generate long-term growth from my investments. (Growth - Your portfolio may hold a relatively high
proportion of equities or funds that invest in equities if you also have a long time horizon and are willing and able to
accept more risk)

Part 2 – Shopper’s assigned personal financial circumstances
If the shopper’s assigned personal financial circumstances will differ from their actual circumstances, then the shopper must fill
out this section of the form.
Shopper’s Personal Financial Circumstances
a.

Gross Annual Income (includes employment income, business income and income from other sources such as
dividends from investments)
b. Spouse’s Gross annual income (if applicable)
c. Tax situation e. g. , marginal tax rate
d. RRSP contribution room
e. Value of assets ($ amount)
a.
House (primary residence)
b.
Investment property
c.
Chequing/Savings Account
d.
GICs/term deposits
e.
Government bonds
f.
Corporate bonds
g.
Mutual funds
h.
Stocks
i.
Registered assets
a.
RRSPs, TFSA, Locked in retirement accounts (LIRA), life income fund (LIR), locked in retirement
account (LIRA), locked in retirement income fund (LRIF)
j.
Automobiles
f.
Other assets (e. g. , shares in a business)
g.
Value of liabilities ($ amount)
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Mortgage
Car loans
Credit card balance
Personal line of credit
Student loans
Other loans
Other debt
Other liabilities

Part 3 - Shopper’s assigned investment profile
This part of the questionnaire records aspects of the shopper’s personal circumstances that will be pre-determined based on the
scenario the shopper is assigned to shop.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Investment time horizon
Investment objectives/goals
Source of Funds
Risk Tolerance

Part 4 – Specific EMD questions
This part of the questionnaire records aspects of the shopper’s personal circumstances that will be pre-determined for those
shoppers conducting the EMD shops.
1.

Role assigned: Indicate if you performed the role of an accredited or non-accredited investor
__accredited investor
__non-accredited investor

The following questions only apply to those shoppers who have indicated above that they are performing the role of an
accredited investor.
2.

Source of assets for accredited investor:
a.
Net financial assets
b.
Net income

3.

Amount of Investment for accredited investor :
a.
$150,000 or more
b.
Less than $150,000 (please specify amount $__________ that you indicated that you would invest)
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Appendix D – Post-shop questionnaire
Table of Contents
Visit Details
Part 1 - Initial Inquiry Visit
Part 2 – Due Diligence and Information Gathering
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Investor’s profile
Investor’s financial circumstances
Tax situation
Experience with investing
Investment objectives/goals
Risk appetite/tolerance
Reviewing and acknowledgement of personal circumstances info
Recording of personal circumstances information
EMD and PM specific questions

Part 3 – Transparency and Comprehensiveness
Part 4 – Information About Product/Investment Strategy
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Product/investment strategy
Features and risks of product/investment strategy
Liquidation of investments and/or assets
Borrowing to invest
Information on costs, fees, charges and payment
Marketing and financial performance materials and explanation of these materials
Disclosure and explanation of past and future financial performance; guarantee of investment returns
Revision of risk appetite/tolerance

Part 5 – Other Observations
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Shopper Instruction
Please complete and submit this questionnaire, along with all documentation collected during your shops within 12 hours of
your final shop.

VISIT DETAILS

(To be filled in for each shop and each visit). Applies to all categories of advisers shopped).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Mystery Shopper Unique ID Code:
Name of Firm:
Firm Address:
Name of Adviser (to be filled only for shops beyond the initial inquiry):
Scenario Name:
Date of Visit with Adviser:
Start Time of Visit with Adviser (HH:MM):
End time of Visit with Adviser (HH:MM):
Building / Shop / Office visible to the left of firm’s office:
WRITE IN description or name of shop/office
No building visible
Building / Shop / Office visible to the right of firm’s office:
WRITE IN description or name of shop/office
No building visible
Proof of Visit:
Business card from adviser
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Part 1 – Initial inquiry visit
1.

Was your initial inquiry by telephone or walk-in?
a. by telephone
b. by walk-in

If your initial inquiry was by telephone proceed to question 2.
If your initial inquiry was by walk-in proceed to question 3.
2.

What were you told when you phoned the location in advance of your visit?
a. I was told I should book an appointment
b. I was told there was no need to book an appointment in advance and that I could walk into a branch and ask
to meet with an adviser.
c. Other, please specify what was said, in the text box below.

3.

What were you told when you tried to book an appointment via walk-in?
a. I was told I should book an appointment
b. I was told there was no need to book an appointment in advance and that I could walk into a branch and ask
to meet with an adviser
c. Other. Please specify what was said, in the text box below.

4.

Were you able to meet with an adviser on your first visit to the location?
a. Yes
b. No

If you answered Yes to question 4 please proceed to question 6.
If you answered No to question 4 please proceed to question 5.
5.

Were you asked if you are a customer of the firm?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Other, please specify in text box below

6.

Were you asked why you decided to contact this firm?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Other, please specify

7.

Were you asked about the dollar amount of your potential investment?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Other, please specify

8.

What other questions were you asked during this call/walk-in visit?

9.

Are there any other observations that you would like to share?
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Part 2 – Due diligence and information gathering
A. Investor’s profile
1.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser ask you how much money you want to invest?
Yes. State the dollar amount of your investment, in the text box below.
No
Other, please specify in the text box below.

2.

Did the adviser ask you to deposit your money before he/she proceeded with giving you advice of how to invest your
money?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Other, please specify in the text box below.

3.

Did the
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.

adviser ask you for the following information? Select as many choices that apply.
Full Legal Name
Date of Birth or Age
Residential address
Mailing address (if different from residential address)
Phone Number
Marital status
Social Insurance Number
Name of Employer
Number of years with employer [for EMD shops only]
Occupation/Profession
Your annual income
Your spouse’s annual income. State the dollar amount in the text box below.
Number of dependents (if applicable)
Spouse’s name (if applicable)
Spouse’s date of birth (if applicable)
Source of your funds
Tax situation or special tax circumstances
Membership in a pension plan
Proof of identity

B. Investor’s financial circumstances
1.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser ask you questions about the assets you own?
Yes, please provide a detailed response in the text box provided.
No
Other, please describe in the text box below.

If you answered YES or OTHER to question 1, proceed to question 2.
If you answered NO to question 1, proceed to question 3.
2.

What information did the adviser ask about your assets?
a. The types of assets I own and the dollar value of each asset
b. Only the total value of ALL my assets
c. Other, please provide a detailed response in the text box provided.

3.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser ask you questions about your debt?
Yes, please provide a detailed response in the text box provided.
No
Other, please provide a detailed response in the text box provided.

If you answered YES or OTHER to question 3, proceed to question 4
If you answered NO to question 3, proceed to the next section.
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4.

What information did the adviser ask about your liabilities?
a. The types of liabilities I have and the dollar value of each liability
b. Only the total dollar value of ALL my liabilities
c. Other, please provide a detailed response in the text box provided.

5.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser ask you about your monthly expenses?
Yes, please describe in detail what was discussed about your monthly expenses.
No
Other, please describe in the box below.

C. Tax situation
1.

Were you asked about your tax situation?
a. Yes. Please describe in detail what the adviser asked you in the text box provided.
b. No
c. Other, please describe in the box below

D. Experience with investing
1.

Did the adviser ask you about your experience with investing?
a. Yes. Please describe in detail what you told the adviser about your investment experience in the text box
provided.
b. No
c. Other, please describe in the box below

2.

What questions did the adviser ask or what tools did he/she use to assess your experience with investing? (e. g. you
may be asked about your past and/or current investment experience, what types of products you invested in, and/or
you may be asked to answer a questionnaire) Please describe the questions asked and/or tools used in detail in the
text box below

E. Investment objectives/goals
1.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser ask you upfront what you want to do with your money?
Yes. Please describe in detail what information the adviser asked you in the text box provided.
No
Other, please specify in the text box below.

2.

Did the adviser ask you about your investment objectives or life goals for the lump sum of money that you want to
invest?
a. Yes. Please describe in detail what you told the adviser about your investment objectives or life goals in the
text box provided.
b. No
c. Other, please specify in the text box below

3.

Did the adviser ask you how long you want to hold onto your investment?
a. Yes. Please describe in detail what you told the adviser about your time frame or when you need to withdraw
the money in the text box provided.
b. No
c. Other, please specify
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F. Risk appetite /tolerance
1.

Did the adviser ask you about your risk appetite or risk tolerance?
a. Yes. Please describe in detail what you told the adviser about your risk appetite or risk tolerance in the text
box provided.
b. No
c. Other, please specify
If you answered YES or Other to question 1 please proceed to question 2.
If you answered NO to question 1 please proceed to question 5.
2.

What information did the adviser ask you to establish your risk appetite or risk tolerance? (Select as many responses
that apply)
a. I was asked to review a set of risk tolerance statements and select the statement that best describes my
investment preferences.
b. I was asked to complete a questionnaire using a rate scale.
c. I was asked about my ability to deal with investment risk. (e. g., are you financially able to bear the loss of
some or all of the investment if it performs badly?)
d. I was asked about my willingness to deal with investment risk. (e. g., can you sleep at night if the value of
your investment falls, even though you have the financial ability to absorb the losses)?
e. Other, please describe what information was asked.

Variation of question 2 for MFDA shops.
MFDA 2. How did the adviser record the information regarding your risk appetite/tolerance? (Select as many responses
that apply)
a. The adviser used a questionnaire tool.
b. The adviser used a new account application form (NAAF) or know-your-client (KYC) form with definitions.
c. The adviser did not use a questionnaire tool or NAAF and KYC forms. The adviser, however, did make notes
of our discussion.
d. The adviser did not record the information.
e. Other, please describe in detail what information was asked in the text box provided.
If you selected answer A to question 2 please proceed to question MFDA 3.
If you selected answer B, C, D, or E, please proceed to question MFDA 4.
3.

How did the adviser record the information regarding your risk appetite/tolerance? (Select as many responses that
apply)
a. I was asked to compete a questionnaire using a rate scale
b. I was asked to review a set of risk tolerance statements and select the statement that best describes my
investment preferences.
c. The adviser documented our discussion and selected my risk appetite/tolerance for me
d. The adviser did not record the information, he/she just listened
e. Other, please describe in detail in the text box below

If you selected answer B, D or E to question 3 please proceed to question 5.
If you selected answer A or C, please proceed to question 4.
Variation of question 3 for MFDA shops
MFDA 3. Please review the following statements and select as many that apply.
a. The adviser reviewed the Investor Profile that was determined by my responses to the questionnaire.
b. The adviser reviewed the asset allocation model that was determined by my responses to the questionnaire.
c. The adviser reviewed the portfolio solutions designed for my Investor Profile.
d. The adviser reviewed other Investor Profiles.
e. The adviser reviewed other portfolio solutions.
f. Other, please describe what information was discussed, in the text box below
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4.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser explain to you how your risk appetite/tolerance was determined?
Yes, please describe in detail what information was explained, in the text box provided.
No
Other, please describe in the text box below

Variation of question 4 for MFDA shops.
MFDA 4. What information did the adviser ask you to establish your risk appetite or risk tolerance? (Select as many
responses that apply)
a. The adviser reviewed a list of risk tolerance categories and definitions for each category. I was then asked to
select one statement that best describes my investment preferences.
b. The adviser reviewed a list of risk tolerance categories and definitions for each category. I was then asked to
assign a percentage weighting to each category, with the sum adding to 100%.
c. The adviser asked a series of questions about my ability to withstand a loss and my willingness to accept
increased volatility.
d. The adviser provided or reviewed risk-reward scenarios and I was asked to select an outcome that best
described my risk tolerance.
e. Other, please describe what information was asked.
5.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser explain the term risk appetite or risk tolerance to you?
Yes, please describe how the adviser explained the term risk tolerance or risk appetite to you.
No
Other, please specify

6.

Was the
a.
b.
c.
d.

7.

Did the adviser explain to you the relationship between investment risk and investment return?
a. Yes (select as many responses that apply and provide additional details of what was discussed in the text box
provided)

The adviser provided a brief overview of the risk return relationship

The adviser used aids, such as graphs, to explain the risk return relationship

The adviser explained the risk return relationship in terms of asset categories or investment sectors
b. No
c. Other, please explain in the text box below.

explanation provided before or after you informed the adviser of your risk appetite/tolerance?
Before
After
Not applicable. The adviser did not ask me about my risk appetite/tolerance.
Other, please specify

G. Reviewing and acknowledgement of personal circumstances info
1.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser explain to you the reasons for asking questions about your financial and personal circumstances?
Yes. Please describe in detail what information was explained to you in the text box provided
No
Other, please describe in the text below.

2.

Did the
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

adviser ask you to complete any of the following forms (select as many responses that apply)
Know your client, commonly known as a KYC form
New client account application form (commonly known as a NCAF)
New account application form (commonly known as NAAF)
Investment management agreement
I was not asked to complete any forms
Other. Please describe, in the text box below.

If you selected answer A, B C, D, or F please proceed to question 3. If you selected answer E please proceed to the next
section.
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3.

Did the adviser explain the information contained in the forms that you completed?
a. Yes. Select which form(s) you were asked to sign (select as many responses that apply.
 Know your client, commonly known as a KYC form
 New client account application form (commonly known as a NCAF)
 New account application form (commonly known as NAAF)
 Investment management agreement
 Other – please specify in the text box provided.
b. No
c. Other. Please describe, in the text box below.

H. Recording of personal circumstances information
1.

Did the
F?
a.
b.
c.
d.

adviser record your answers to the personal circumstances questions, that is, questions in Part 2, sections A to
Yes, the adviser recorded ALL of my responses
Yes, the adviser recorded only SOME of my responses
No, the adviser did not record my answers
Other. Please describe in the text box below.

I. EMD and PM specific questions
1.

EMD AND PM - Did the adviser explain to you that you must be qualified to make an investment in an exempt product.
a. Yes – please provide a detailed response in the text box provided.
b. No
c. Other, please specify

2.

EMD AND PM 2 Did the adviser obtain information from you to determine whether you qualify for a “prospectus
exemption” and can thus purchase exempt products (e. g. did the adviser gather information from you to assess
whether or not you qualify as an accredited investor? - information the adviser may have asked you include your yearly
income or the amount of your net financial assets?)
a. Yes, please describe what information the adviser sought from you.
b. No
c. Other, please describe in the text box below

If you answered YES and OTHER to question EMD AND PM2, proceed to question EMD AND PM3.
If you answered NO to question EMD AND PM2, proceed to question EMD AND PM4.
3.

EMD and PM - What information did the adviser collect from you?
a. The amount of my net financial assets. State the dollar amount in the text box below.
b. The amount of my and my spouse’s net financial assets. State the dollar amount in the text box below.
c. The amount of my net assets. State the dollar amount in the text box below.
d. The amount of my and my spouse’s net assets. State the dollar amount in the text box below.
e. My net income in the last 2 years and my expected income for this year. State the dollar amount in the text
box below.
f. Other. Please provide a detailed response, in the text box below.

4.

EMD AND PM - Did the adviser explain to you other exemptions that you must qualify for in order to invest in exempt
products/pooled funds?
a. Yes. Please provide a detailed description in the text box provided.
b. No
c. Other, please describe in the text box below.

5.

EMD and PM - Did the adviser suggest ways that you can invest in exempt products? (e. g. , did the adviser
recommend that you borrow money or liquidate some of your assets so that you can meet the accredited investor
requirements which would then enable you to invest in the adviser’s product)?
a. Yes. Please provide a detailed description in the text box provided.
b. No
c. Other, please describe in the text box below
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Part 3 - Transparency and comprehensiveness
1.

Please describe how your discussion with the adviser unfolded. Please provide a detailed response in the text box
provided.

2.

Did the adviser discuss with you the products and/or services that he/she is licensed to sell?
a. Yes, please select only one of the options below and provide details of what was discussed in the text box
provided.
 A general discussion of what the adviser can sell or advice he/she can provide occurred.
 A detailed discussion of the products that the adviser can sell or the services that the adviser can
provide occurred.
b. No
c. Other, please describe in the text box below

3.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

4.

Did the adviser recommend that you speak to someone else about the products and/or services that he/she is not
licensed to sell?
a. Yes, please provide details of what was discussed in the text box below.
b. No
c. Other, Please specify in the text box below.

5.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser encourage you to ask questions if you did not understand what was being discussed?
Yes.
No
Other, please describe/explain in the text box below

6.

Did you
a.
b.
c.

ask questions during your meeting with the adviser?
Yes
No
Other, please describe/explain in the text box below

7.

Did the adviser answer your questions and explain to you matters that you did not understand?
a. Yes. Please provide details of the questions asked and the responses provided, in the text box below.
b. No. Please provide details of the questions NOT answered and which responses you did not understand in the
text box below.
c. Other, please describe/explain in the text box below

8.

Did the adviser disclose to you any conflicts of interest, either verbally or by drawing your attention to written
documents?
a. Yes, please select only one of the options below and describe, in text box below, what was said.
 Conflicts of interest were disclosed but they were not explained.
 Conflicts of interests were disclosed and they were explained.
b. No
c. Other, please describe in the text box below

9.

Did the adviser outline his/her expectations of your responsibilities in the advisory process? (select all that apply):
a.

b.
c.

adviser discuss with you the products and/or services he/she is not licensed to sell?
Yes. Please provide details of what was discussed in the text box below.
No.
Other, please describe in the text box below

Yes. Select as many choices that apply.
 The adviser discussed how often we should meet to review my portfolio
 The adviser discussed my responsibility for reviewing my client statements
 The adviser discussed my responsibility for informing him/her of any changes to my personal and
financial circumstances
 Other, please provide details in the text box below.
No
Other, please describe/explain in the text box below
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Part 4 – Information about product/investment strategy
A. Product/investment strategy
1.

(IIROC/EMD/PM) Did you feel you received enough information to make an informed decision?
a. Yes, please explain why you felt you had enough information in the text box provided.
b. No
c. Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

2.

(IIROC/EMD/PM) Was a specific product(s)/investment strategy recommended to you?
a. Yes
b. No, but various products and strategies were discussed
c. No, we did not discuss any products or strategies in detail
d. Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

If you answered A, B or D to question 2, proceed to question 3. Respondents whose answer choice is C do not answer question
5. Rather, after answering question 4, the respondent moves onto the next section of the questionnaire.
If you answered d to question 1, proceed to Part 5 of the questionnaire.
1.

(MFDA)
a.
b.
c.

Did you feel you received enough information to make an informed decision?
Yes, please explain why you felt you had enough information in the text box provided.
No
Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

2.

(MFDA) Was an investment strategy recommended to you? (Includes assets allocation, model portfolios or other
portfolio solutions) Select the one that best describes the recommendation.
a. Yes, an investment strategy with a portfolio/model portfolio solution was recommended to me.
b. Yes, an asset allocation model was recommended to me.
c. No, just specific product(s) were recommended.
d. No, I did not receive any recommendation, but we did discuss various products or strategies.
e. No, we did not discuss any products or strategies in detail
f. Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

If you answered A, B, C, or D to MFDA question 2, proceed to question 3
If you answered E to MFDA question 2, proceed to Part 5 of the Questionnaire.
All the questions from this point forward apply to all platforms unless specified.
3.

What product(s)/investment strategy was recommended or discussed with you? Please name the product/portfolio or
describe the investment strategy in detail, in the text box below.

4.

Did the adviser explain to you why he/she recommended or discussed the product(s)/investment strategy to you
and/or how the product(s)/investment strategy met your investment and life goals?
a. Yes, the adviser provided an explanation for the recommended or discussed product(s)/investment strategy.
Please provide details given in the text box below.
b. Yes, the adviser explained how the recommended or discussed product(s)/investment strategy met my
investment goals and life goals. Please provide details in the text box below.
c. Yes, the adviser provided BOTH an explanation for the recommended or discussed product(s)/investment
strategy AND how the recommended or discussed product(s)/investment strategy met my investment goals
and life goals. Please provide details in the text box below.
d. No, the adviser did not explain the reasons behind his/her recommended or discussed product(s)/investment
strategy or how the recommended or discussed product(s)/investment strategy met my investment goals and
life goals
e. Other, please explain in the text box below.

5.

Did the adviser explain why he/she chose to recommend this product/investment strategy over other ones that were
discussed?
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a.

b.
c.
d.

Yes, the adviser explained why the recommended product/investment strategy was chosen over other options
that were discussed. Please provide details of the explanation given by the adviser for the recommended
product/investment strategy. If other options were discussed please provide details of these options including
1) the proposed product/investment strategy 2) reasons for the proposed product or investment strategy 3)
the benefits and risks of the proposed product/investment strategy.
No
Not applicable. Other products/investment strategies were not discussed with me.
Other, please explain in the text box below.

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS FOR EMD SHOPS
1.

(EMD) Did the adviser discuss asset concentration, that is, how much of the recommended or discussed product(s)
should make up your total portfolio?
a. Yes. Please select only one of the options below and provide additional details in the text box provided.
 There was a general discussion of asset concentration in a portfolio and the potential risks this would
pose to my portfolio
 The adviser provided alternatives on how to address concentration risk in my portfolio (e. g. reducing
the amount of investment)
b. No
c. Other, please describe in the text box below
If you answered YES to question EMD1, proceed to question EMD2.
If you answered NO and OTHER to question EMD1, proceed to the next section.
2.

(EMD) What was the maximum portfolio allocation suggested by your adviser?

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS FOR PM SHOPS
1.

(PM) Did the adviser tell you that he/she will develop a written investment plan for you, which will set out how he/she
plans to manage your account?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Other, please specify in the text box below

2.

(PM) Did the adviser discuss with you any of the following items? (Select as many that apply):
a. Investment style (e. g. how do the adviser selects companies to invest). Please describe in the box below.
b. Portfolio composition (e. g. , how much of your money should be invested in cash, fixed income and/or
equities). Please state the composition in the box below. For example 10% cash, 40% bonds, 50% stocks in
emerging markets.
c. Segregated managed accounts
d. Pooled funds. Please state the name of the pooled fund.
e. Investment restrictions
f. Other, please describe in the box below.

3.

(PM) Did the adviser recommend or discuss that he/she will manage your account by putting your money into a pooled
fund?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Others, please specify in the box below.

If you answered YES or OTHER to question PM 3, please proceed to question PM4.
If you answered No to question PM 3, please proceed to the next section.
4.

(PM) What’s the name of the pooled fund?

5.

(PM) Did the adviser tell you the name of the company that owns the pool fund?
a. Yes, please specify name of firm
b. No
c. Other, please specify
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6.

(PM) Did the adviser explain to you the RISKS associated with investing in a pooled fund?
a. Yes, please describe the risks in the box below.
b. No
c. Other, please describe in the text box below.

7.

(PM)Did
a.
b.
c.

the adviser explain to you the BENEFITS associated with investing in the pooled fund?
Yes, please describe the benefits in the box below.
No
Other, please describe in the text box below.

B. Features and risks of product/investment strategy
1.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser explain the recommended or discussed product’s/investment strategy’s features to you?
Yes. Please describe what was said, in the text box below.
No
Other, please describe/explain in the text box below.

2.

Did the adviser explain to you the risks associated with the recommended or discussed product(s)/investment
strategy)?
a. Yes. Please describe what risks were discussed, in the text box below.
b. No
c. Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

3.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser explain to you the benefits associated with the recommended or discussed product(s)/strategy?
Yes. Please, describe what was said, in the text box below.
No
Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

C. Liquidation of investments and/or assets
1.

Did the adviser suggest that you sell some of your existing investments or assets?
a. Yes
 There was a general discussion about selling some of my existing investments. Please describe what
was discussed in the text box below. In your description please indicate whether or not the
discussion included the cost of liquidating the assets.
b. No
c. Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

If you answered Yes or Other to question 1, proceed to question 2
If you answered No to question 1, proceed to question 3.
2.

What existing investment or asset did the adviser suggest that you sell and for what purpose?
Name of Investment/Asset
Reason for Liquidation
1.
2.
3.
4.

3.

Did the adviser suggest that you transfer some of your existing investments?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Other, please describe/explain in text box below.
If you answered Yes or Other to question 3, proceed to question 4
If you answered No to question 3, proceed to the next section.
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4.

What existing investment did the adviser suggest that you transfer and for what purpose?
Name of Investment
Reason for Transfer
1.
2.
3.
4.

D. Borrowing to invest
1.

Did the adviser at any point during your meeting discuss the topic of borrowing money to invest?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Other, please describe/explain in text box below.
If you answered YES or Other question 1, proceed to question 2.
If you answered no to question 1, proceed to the next section.
2.

Did the adviser suggest that you borrow money to invest in the recommended or discussed product/investment
strategy?
a. Yes, please describe the discussion in detail in the text box below.
b. No, please describe the discussion in the text box below.
c. Other, please describe/explain in text box below.
If you answered YES or Other to question 2, proceed to question 3.
If you answered no to question 2, proceed to the next section.
3.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser provide suggestions of how you can borrow the money?
Yes, please describe in the text box below.
No
Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

4.

Did the adviser discuss the RISKS of borrowing money to buy investments?
a. Yes,(select as many responses that apply)
 There was only a general discussion of risk. Please provide details of what was discussed in the text
box below.
 The adviser explained that borrowing money to invest is a high risk strategy and explained the risks
involved with such a strategy. Please provide details of what was explained to you.
 The adviser provided a written risk disclosure document
 The adviser explained that the loan will need to be serviced and repaid regardless of the
performance of the investment.
b. No
c. Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

5.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser discuss the BENEFITS of borrowing money to buy investments?
Yes, please describe the benefits in text box below
No
Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

6.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser provide you with a Leverage Risk Disclosure Document?
Yes
No
Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

7.

Did the adviser provide return projections on the borrowing to invest strategy?
a. Yes, (select one of the options below):
 Positive projections
 Negative projections
 Mixture of positive and negative projections
Please provide additional details in the text box provided.
b. No
c. Other, please describe/explain in text box below.
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If you selected answer A or C please proceed to question 8. If you selected answer B please proceed to question 9.
8.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser explain the projections to you.
Yes. Please provide details of what was explained to you in the text box provided.
No
Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

9.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser discuss the beneficial tax treatment (interest deductibility) of borrowing to invest?
Yes, please describe the discussion in text box below
No
Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

10. Did the adviser inform you that additional information and further analysis would need to be completed in order to
proceed with a borrowing to invest strategy?
a. Yes, please describe the discussion in the text box below.
b. No
c. Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

E. Information on costs, fees, charges and payment
1.

Did the adviser discuss any fees and/or charges associated with the recommended or discussed product/investment
strategy?
a. Yes. Please name the fees and/or charges that were discussed in the text box below.
b. No
c. Other, please describe in the box below.

If you answered YES or Other to question 1, proceed to question 2.
If you answered NO to question 1, proceed to question 3.
2.

Did the adviser explain to you the purpose of the fees or charges?
a. Yes (select as many responses that apply.)
 There was a general discussion of the different types of fees or charges. Please provide details of
what was discussed in the text box.
 There was a thorough explanation on the different types of fees or charges. Please provide details in
the text box.
 There was a general discussion on conflicts of interest relating to commissions, fee structures and
charges. Please provide details of what was discussed in the text box.
b. No
c. Other, please describe in the box below.

3.

Did the adviser discuss with you the different options that you have in paying for the fees and/or charges associated
with the recommended or discussed product/investment strategy?
a. Yes. Select as many choices that apply and for each choice selected please describe what was discussed.
 I can pay an upfront commission.
 I can defer payment of the commission now and hold the investment until maturity.
 I can pay an hourly rate,
 I can pay a fee directly to the adviser based on the amount of money that I have invested with the
adviser.
 Other, please describe in the text box below.
b. No
c. Other, please describe in the box below.

4.

Did the adviser explain how he/she would be compensated, that is, how he or she is paid to manage your investment?
a. Yes (select as many responses that apply)
 There was a general discussion of how the adviser would be compensated. Please provide details of
what was discussed in the text box.
 There was a detailed discussion of how the adviser would be compensated including examples of
how the adviser was compensated such as trailer fees, referral fees etc.
 There was a discussion of conflicts of interest relating to compensation
 There was a discussion and explanation of conflicts of interest relating to compensation
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b.
c.

No
Other, please describe in the box below.

F. Marketing and financial performance materials and explanation of these materials
1.

Did the adviser show you a copy of the recommended or discussed products, investment strategy, or model portfolio
marketing material?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

If you answered Yes or Other to question 1, proceed to question 2.
If you answered No to question 1, proceed to question 3.
2.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser explain to you the information contained in the marketing materials?
Yes, please provide details of what was explained in the text box provided.
No
Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

3.

Did the adviser show you a copy of the recommended or discussed product, investment strategy, or model portfolio
financial performance material?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

If you answered Yes or Other to question 3, proceed to question 4.
If you answered No to question 3, proceed to the next section.
4.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser explain to you the information contained in the financial performance materials?
Yes. Please describe what was said in the text box below.
No
Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

G. Disclosure and explanation of past and future financial performance, guarantee of investment
returns
1.

Did the adviser provide information on the past performance of the recommended or discussed product, investment
strategy or model portfolio?
a. Yes. Please describe what was said in the text box below.
b. No
c. Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

If you answered YES or OTHER to question 1, proceed to question 2
If you answered NO to question 1, proceed to question 3.
2.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser make it clear that past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance?
Yes, please describe/explain in the text box below.
No
Other, please describe/explain in the text box below.

3.

Did the adviser provide any projections for future performance of the recommended or discussed product, investment
strategy, or model portfolio?
a. Yes, please describe/explain what was said in the text box below.
b. No
c. Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

If you answered YES or OTHER to question 3, proceed to question 4
If you answered NO to question 3, proceed to question 5
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4.

Did the adviser explain to you that forecasts of future performance are not a reliable indicator of actual future
performance?
a. Yes, please provide details of what was explained in the text box provided.
b. No
c. Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

5.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser guarantee your investment returns, that is, how much money you will make from the investment?
Yes. Please explain in the text box below.
No
Other, please describe/explain in text box below.

H. Revision of risk appetite/tolerance
1.

Did the adviser ask you to change your risk appetite/tolerance answer after recommending or discussing a product or
investment with you?
a. Yes, please describe what changes were made to your risk appetite/tolerance in the text box provided.
b. No
c. Other, please describe in the text box below

If you answered YES or OTHER to question 1, proceed to question 2
If you answered NO to question 1, proceed to the next section.
2.

Did the
a.
b.
c.

adviser explain to you why he/she asked you to change your risk appetite/tolerance?
Yes, please describe what was said in the text box below
No.
Other, please describe in the text box below

Part 5 – Other observations
Do you have any additional observations that you want to share that were not covered in the preceding sections of the
questionnaire?
Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Please submit this questionnaire and all documentation collected
during your shop within 12 hours of completing of your shop.
-END-
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Appendix E – Evaluation benchmarks
Features

Best practices

Compliant practices

1.

Collection of personal information/circumstances

a.

The advisor
discloses or
discusses (verbal
or written) the
services/products
they offer.

b.

The advisor
explains the
risk/return
relationship.

i.

The advisor provides a
detailed explanation of
the services and products
they offer.

ii.

The advisor discusses
any limitation of the
advice they can provide.
The advisor uses visual
tools or aids to explain
the risk/return
relationship (e. g.
benchmarks are used to
describe variations in
risk).

i.

ii.

c.

The advisor asks
about the
client’s
circumstances
and their
investment goals.

i.

The advisor provides a
detailed explanation of
the risk/return
relationship in terms of
asset categories or
investment sectors.
The advisor asks
questions and engages in
a detailed discussion with
the client about life goals
and financial goals both
in the short and long
term (in addition to
account specific goals).

i.

The advisor provides
a general overview
of the products and
services they offer.

i.

The advisor provides
a general and
balanced explanation
of the risk/return
relationship (e. g.
both risk and return
are mentioned and a
description of how
they interact is
provided).

i.

ii.

The advisor asks
questions and
engages in a
discussion with the
client about account
specific goals both in
the short and long
term.
If the client has an
unreasonable
expectation of
returns, the advisor
informs the client of
what can be
reasonably achieved.

Non-compliant practices

i.

No discussion is held
regarding the products
and services they offer.

i.

No discussion is held
regarding the risk/return
relationship.

ii.

An unbalanced discussion
is held regarding the
risk/return relationship (e.
g. focus is on return with
little to no explanation of
the risk).

iii.

Misrepresentation (e. g.
inappropriate guarantee of
returns.)
No discussion is held about
the client’s goals and
circumstances.

i.

ii.

If the client has an
unreasonable expectation
of returns, the advisor fails
to inform the client of what
can be reasonably
achieved.
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Features
d.

Best practices

The advisor
i.
obtains sufficient
and accurate
information about
the client’s
personal and
financial
circumstances
(i.e. core KYC
ii.
information).

The advisor uses a set of
questions to ascertain
the client’s investment
objective, risk tolerance,
time horizon, investment
knowledge and tax
situation.

The advisor explains to
the client why the
information about the
client’s personal and
financial circumstances is
being collected.

iv.

If the advisor is
recommending a
leveraging strategy or
exempt products,
additional information
including a full cash flow
analysis and debt
obligations or AI status is
supported with
documentation.

vi.

i.

The advisor uses a
methodology in
undertaking the KYC
process to ascertain the
client’s personal and
financial circumstances.

iii.

v.

Compliant practices

ii.

iii.

If the advisor is
recommending exempt
iv.
products or pooled
funds, the advisor
explains to the client how
they can qualify for a
prospectus exemption (e.
g. explains what an
accredited investor is and
how they can meet this
requirement). The
advisor collects
information to support AI v.
status or reliance on
other prospectus
exemptions.
The advisor has a
detailed discussion on
the client’s investment
experience.

The advisor
sufficiently explains
and discusses KYC
concepts with the
client in a clear and
concise way that
assists the client in
understanding what
the concepts mean
and how the
information will relate
to investment
recommendations.
The advisor collects
core KYC information
including investment
objectives and goals,
income, net worth,
investment
experience time
horizon and the
client’s willingness to
accept risk.

Non-compliant practices
i.

Incomplete collection of
KYC information.

ii.

The advisor does not
review core KYC concepts
with the client or the KYC
concepts are not
adequately detailed.

iii.

Core KYC determinations
are made without a
reasonable basis or
without the client’s
agreement.

iv. The advisor does not
collect additional
information when
recommending leveraging
or exempt products.

If recommending a
leveraging strategy or
exempt products, the
advisor collects
additional information
(i.e. income and
liabilities) from the
client.
If recommending
exempt products or
pooled funds, the
advisor collects
information to
support AI status or
reliance on other
prospectus
exemptions.
The advisor asks
questions about the
client’s past and
current investment
experiences.
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Features
2.

Best practices

Compliant practices

Non-compliant practices

Recommendation

a. The advisor makes
a suitable
recommendation
that meets the
client’s relevant
personal
circumstances.

i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

The advisor provides
various options to the
client with a clear
recommendation and
explains the benefits and
risks and the costs and
fees of the options.
In addition to explaining
how the recommendation
meets the account goals,
the advisor explains how
the investment
strategy/products (e. g.
asset allocations) align
with the client’s short or
long term life goals and
financial goals.

i.

The advisor makes a
suitable
recommendation.

i.

ii.

The advisor makes a
fair and balanced
presentation of the
benefits, risks, key
features (e. g.
liquidity constraints,
tax features) and
costs/fees associated
with the
recommended
product or
investment strategy.

ii. The advisor does not make
a fair and balanced
presentation of the
benefits, risks, key features
(e. g. liquidity constraints,
tax features) and costs/fees
associated with the
recommended product or
investment strategy (e. g.
does not talk about the
risks).

iii.

The advisor
generally explains
how the
recommendation
meets the
investment goals of
the specific account
and risk tolerance.

The advisor explains how
the investment
strategy/products meet
the client’s detailed KYC
information.
The advisor provides a
written Investment Policy
Statement (IPS). 22

iv.

Where conflicts of
interest exist, the
advisor provides
disclosure to the
client about the
nature and extent
of the conflict.

The advisor makes an
unsuitable
recommendation.

iii. The advisor makes a
recommendation prior to
collecting KYC information.
iv. The advisor does not
explain how the
recommendation meets the
client goals or KYC
information.
v. The advisor requests that
the client change their KYC
selections without a
reasonable basis for doing
so and without informed
consent from the client.

22

This item is specific to PM shops. This may not be available to the shopper as some firms may not provide the IPS until the implementation of
the recommendation.
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Features
b. If a leveraging
strategy is
recommended, the
advisor ensures
that the strategy
is suitable for the
client.

Best practices

Compliant practices

Non-compliant practices

i.

The advisor ensures that the leveraging strategy
recommendation is suitable.

ii.

The advisor makes a fair and balanced presentation of
the leveraging strategy including that this is a high risk ii.
strategy.

iii.

i.

If projections are used, several projections (both
positive and negative) are discussed and assumptions
are clearly disclosed to the client.

The advisor recommends
an unsuitable leveraging
strategy.
The advisor fails to discuss
the risk of leveraging (e. g.
the loan will need to be
serviced and re-paid
regardless of the
performance of the
investment).

iii. If projections are used, the
advisor fails to discuss
negative outcomes.
c. If a significant
amount 23of client
assets is to be
invested in a nondiversified
product, exempt
products or a
particular
industry/sector,
the advisor has a
discussion about
asset
concentration and
the potential risk
of having too
much money
concentrated in
these
investments.24

23
24

i.

A fair and balanced discussion of concentration risk
takes place and the final recommendation made by the
advisor is suitable.

i.

An unsuitable
recommendation is made
by the advisor.

ii.

The advisor fails to discuss
concentration risk.

Investments in securities of a single issuer or group of related issuers that represent more than 10% of the investor’s net financial assets.
This criterion was assessed in the PM and EMD platforms only.
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Features

Best practices

Compliant practices

Non-compliant practices

3. Communication with shopper
a. Verbal and written
communications
are in plain
language and are
presented in a
clear and
understandable
manner.

i.

ii.

4.

The advisor provides
information to educate
the client, including using
a cross section of tools
or aids (e. g. written
statements, charts,
graphs, examples).
The advisor outlines
his/her expectations of
the client’s engagement
in the investment
process (e. g. frequency
of meetings to review
portfolio, client’s
responsibility to review
statements).

i.

Verbal and written
communications are
in plain language.

i.

Verbal and written
communications are not in
plain language.

ii.

The advisor discusses
that past performance
is not a reliable
indicator of future
performance.

ii.

The advisor fails to answer
all of the client’s follow-up
questions in a clear and
understandable manner.

iii.
iii.

The advisor answers
all of the client’s
follow-up questions in
a clear and
understandable
manner.

The materials provided to
the client are not
adequately defined or are
unclear.

Disclosure of fees, charges and compensation

a. The advisor has a
discussion on
commission,
related charges
and fee structures
that may apply.

i.

ii.

The advisor provides
i.
specific information on all
types of fees that apply
and discloses options for
fees (e. g. Fee-based,
Commission based, DSC
versus Front End, Bond
ii.
Yields).
The advisor provides
examples of fee
calculation.
iii.

iii.

25

The advisor explains to
the client how fees are
calculated (e. g. assets
under management) and
the frequency of billing
and other related
charges (e. g. custodial
or brokerage
commissions).

The advisor provides
a general overview of
types of fees and
commissions that may
apply.

i.

The advisor does not
discuss the purpose of
fees.

ii.

The advisor provides
a copy of a
relationship disclosure
document to the
client. 25

The advisor provides
misleading or inaccurate
information to the client
regarding commissions,
charges or fee structures.

iii.

The advisor does not
disclose or explain any
conflict of interest relating
to commissions, fee
structures and charges.

The advisor discloses
and explains any
conflict of interest
relating to
commissions, fee
structures and
charges.

Only applicable if an account is opened
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Features
b. The advisor has a
discussion on
compensation and
how firm and
advisor are paid.26

Best practices
i.

ii.

26
27

The advisor has a
detailed discussion with
the client on
compensation and how a
firm and advisor are paid
(e. g. trailer fees, bonus
structure, referral fees,
promotions and/or other
remuneration incentives
etc.).
The advisor discloses and
explains any conflict of
interest relating to
compensation.

Compliant practices
i.

ii.

iii.

The advisor provides
a general overview of
the compensation
that may apply to the
firm and the advisor.
The advisor provides
a copy of a
relationship disclosure
document to the
client. 27
The advisor discusses
any conflict of interest
relating to
compensation.

Non-compliant practices
i.

The advisor does not
discuss compensation.

ii.

The advisor provides
misleading or inaccurate
information to the client
regarding compensation
and how the firm and
advisor are paid.

iii.

The advisor does not
discuss any conflict of
interest relating to
compensation.

Applies to non-salaried/commission based employment
Only applicable if the account is opened
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Appendix F – Selected guidance
Ontario Securities Commission
All documents are available at http://www.osc.gov.on.ca.



CSA Staff Notice 31-334 CSA Review of Relationship Disclosure Practices (2013) 36 OSCB 7120 (July 18, 2013)



CSA Staff Notice 31-336 Guidance for Portfolio Managers, Exempt Market Dealers and Other Registrants on the
Know Your-Client, Know-Your- Product and Suitability Obligations (2014) 37 OSCB 401 (January 9, 2014)



CSA Staff Notice 33-315 Suitability Obligation and Know Your Product (2009) 32 OSCB 6890 (September 2, 2009)



OSC Staff Notice 33-740 Report on the results of the 2012 targeted review of portfolio managers and exempt
market dealers to assess compliance with the know-your-client, know-your-product and suitability obligations
(2013) 36 OSCB 5647 (May 30, 2013)



OSC Staff Notice 33-742 2013 Annual Summary Report for Dealers, Advisers and Investment Fund Managers
(November 7, 2013)



OSC Staff Notice 33-745 Annual Summary Report for Dealers, Advisers and Investment Fund Managers (September
25, 2014)



Presentation materials - Registrant outreach sessions on Know-Your-Client and Suitability Obligations
(http://www.osc.gov.on.ca/en/Dealers_topical-guide-for-registrants.htm#KYC) (December 2013)

Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada
All documents are available at http://www.iiroc.ca.



IIROC Guidance Note 09-0087 Best Practices for Product Due Diligence (March 23, 2009)



IIROC Rules Notice 12-0107 Client Relationship Model - Implementation (March 26, 2012)



IIROC Guidance Note 12-0108 Client Relationship Model – Guidance (March 26, 2012)



IIROC Guidance Note 12-0109 Know Your Client and Suitability – Guidance (March 26, 2012)




IIROC Rules Notice 15-0042 Client Relationship Model (“CRM”) – Frequently Asked Questions (revised February 9,
2015)
IIROC Guidance Note 14-0073 Use of Business Titles and Designations (March 24, 2014)

Mutual Fund Dealers Association of Canada
All documents are available at http://www.mfda.ca.



MFDA Rule 2.2.1 Know-Your-Client



MFDA Rule 2.2.5 Relationship Disclosure



MFDA Rule 2.2.4 Transaction Fees and Charges



MFDA Rule 2.5 Minimum Standards of Supervision
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MFDA Rule 2.6 Borrowing for Securities Purchases



MFDA Policy No. 2 Minimum Standards for Account Supervision



MFDA Staff Notice MSN-0048 Know-Your-Product (October 31, 2005)



MFDA Staff Notice MSN-0069 Suitability (April 14, 2008)



MFDA Staff Notice MSN-0074 Leverage Risk Disclosure (May 19, 2010)



MFDA Staff Notice MSN-0075 Relationship Disclosure (December 3, 2010)



MFDA Bulletin #0611-C which includes a Paper titled Improving the Know Your Client Process (July 21, 2014)



MFDA Investor Information Sheet titled Opening Your Investment Account
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